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CIMARRON NEWS
AND THE CIMARRON CITIZEN

D

1872

CIMARRON. COLFAX COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY,

NEW VOL. VI

CIMARRON

HOLDS

THE
"Sally"

Colossal Program

For 4th Celebration
Crowds From All. Sections Of The
County Will Participate In The
Affairs Of The Day.
With the Clark circus in
ron today

Cimar-

(Thursday) and throngs

people on the streets from all
sections of the county, the celebration on July 4th, next Saturday,
bids fair to be a howling success
such as has never before been witnessed. Contingent aggregations
from the mills north of here, Dawson, Maxwell, French, Springer,
Miami, Ravndo, Ute Park and the
mines will be ably represented at
the celebrities.
Ample preparations and accommodations have been provided for
the visitors and nothing will be left
undone by the various committees
in charge to make the guests feel
at home while in Cimarron. The
merchants have prepored resting
places for those who desire the
rest their weary limbs during the
of

day.
Music will he furnished throughout the day by the Hoy Scout Concert Band, an organization which
is doing commendable work along
musical lines and which will prove
a "treat to young an old. This
feature alone is worth coming miles
to hear. It will be an entertainment by itself.
In order eo close the events in
due season the progiam will be
opened at 0:15 a. m., and starts
with a grand bucking contest. This
event will be the most important
on the program as the best riders
in the county will be here in com

plete regalia

to

ride the broncho

in

Much Interest

Over Good
Highways
Much interest has
in the plan

been aroused
proposed by L. S. Wil-

son, president

of

the Northern

New Mexico Good Roads association of Raton, for the unification
of all the roads boosters in the
state in an organized effort to keep
the visiting tourists in New Mexico instead of merely letting them
cross the state. This topic now
bids fair to rival the legislative

program in inportance at the coming trio roads meetings which will
be held in Santa Fe.
Mr. Wilson's plan is simply for
a united attempt to keep the scenic
historic and arcbaeologic points of
interest of the state, with the climate, and especially the summer
climate, before the eyes of the
tourin? public to the end that all
who visited New Mexico would be
anxious to stay longer and experience more of the climate and to
visit the points of interest. Some
action along the lines indicated will
likely be taken at the convention.

flying colors without pulling leath-

er.
The program for the day is as
follows:
9:15 Broncho Bucking Contest
100 Yard Dash
10:00
Race
Shoe
10:15
Race
Girls'
10:30
Boys' Race
10:45
1 1. 00
Ball Game, Dawsou vs.

KEYS

Loretto Defeats
Cimarron Team

TO

k

Reports from different sections
of the state show that the rattle
snake crop in the state is enorm
ously large this year. At Gallup
a' small Mexican boy diedlast week
as the result of being bitten in the
foot by a rattler.
In Juay county several bead o(
stock died within the past few days
following the sting of a rattler. At
other places large numbers of the
reptile are being killed. The rea
son is not known way trie snake
crop is so large this year. Sot
attribute the crop to the wetness of
the season while others contend
that the reptile is driven west from
the plains.

KINGDOM

r

"Tom Thumb's" wedding was
put on under the auspices of tbe
M. E. chUiCh, Tuesday evening,
by the boys and girls of the town.
The little players were serene during the play displaying delight in
gttrtuip&ting in the drama that
pleased so many spectators. The
play was replete with many interesting characters who were robed
in the conventional dress suits and
Uosseaus that were provided them
hy the director.
A good sized audience greeted
tbe players as they entered the
church.

Sally," engine No.
on the
Cimarron
Northwestern railway,
was taken to the Santa Fe shops
in Raton to undergo mechanical
operation for engineitis with which
it was troubled tor some time. Engineer Livingston ran an engine
down from Raton, Tuesdav to replace old Sally, escorting the old
girl to the operation table under
her own power. "Sally" is the
one trusted employe of the C. & N.
who can be depended upon to climb
the hills with the largest train of
lumber in the state.

Roundups

Rain Checks

Coining To

The Warm

OF

High Grade Cattle
Colorado Parties Buy 250 Head Of
Graded Stock To Improve Their
Herds; Reasonable Price.

Republicans
Meet Aug.

24 At Capitol
Bv order of the Republican
State Central committee a delegate
convention of the Republican party of the state of New Mexico is
hereby called to meet at the City
of Santa Fe on the twenty-fourtday of August, A. D., at Salmon's
theatre, at tbe hour of 10 o'clock
a. m., of said day for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for representative, from New Mexico, in
tbe 64th Congress of tbe United
States; a candidate for member of
the State Corporation Commission;
of considering and acting upon the
Resolution adopted in December,
101 ;, by the' Republican National
Committee as proposed basis for
the call for the National Convention in in' and of transacting
such othef business as may regularly come before tbe convention.
h

An End

Weather

The days of tbe big roundups
on tbe cattle range are fast becom
ing extinct in the West with the
advance of civilization from tbe
east. Last week tbe S. M. Chase,
in Houten and Rich Bros, outfits
jointly rounded up the stock on the
range north and west of here, this
being what is termed a general
roundup, when everything on hoof
comes in for its share of trailing.
Other outfits have completed or
are in the process of rounding up
the stock. As most of tbe range
is now fenced and cross fenced the
primitive cowboy with .full regalia
is fast being relegated to the rear
to make room for tbe advancing
strides of tbe man with plow and
hoe. And, after all, it is far bet
ter that tbe primitive west is opened up to civilization, letting its
soil produce for what it was in

The hot weather was suddenly
checked in this section by tbe precipitation of local showers. Tbe
ranchers are through with the first
cutting of alfalfa and the rain did
bnt damage the hay crop to any extent, the most of it being already
stacked or in the process of baling.
The showers were not as heavy in
this section as tbey were to tbe
south and east, but the amount of
rain that did fall added materially
to mature tbe crops at an early
date and give new life to the see
on

growth

of

alfalfa.

Opened July 1st;
Closed Sept. 30

The dove season opened
nesday, July i and
open
Manv
until September 30th.
hunters annually look forward to- wtrds bunting these birds which
are that plentiful in this state. 1 The
state law on the protection of the
dove does not conflict wiib the federal law on migratory birds such
Raton Snapshots
as pigeons, according to tbe opinion of the state game warden, who
Clarence Coambs and Misa Eliz- holds that doves and pigeons are
abeth Towndrow of Johnson Mesa two different types of birds.
were quietly married Wednesday
morning by Rev. Gibbs. They
will make their home on their farm
Agriculture Is
on the mesa.
The program for the entertain
Supplemented In
ment of the delegates to the State
Retailers convention in Raton is
now practically complete. Com
Yermeio School
mittees are busy with preparations
for this event.
t
Work on the municipal building
County superiniendent Mrs. Jo- is temporarily held up, caused by
Lockard returned to Raton oo
the breaking of a casting on the Thursday from an inspection trip
rock crusher, used io preparing to tbe Vermejo Park school, which
concrete for the foundation.
she found in a moat nourishing
Wed-remain-

s

Whirlwind Hits

Fishing Is Good

Badly Injured

Alter High Water;
Their auto struck and capsized

In Good Game
Dove Season

.

Auto; Three Are

Good Catches
The receding of the spring floods
in tbe Cimarron and other streams
has made trout fishing a veritable
hobby among the more ardent followers of Isaac Walton. Many

by a violent whirlwind,

an automobile party narrowly escaped death,
at Mount Dora, and Jess Anderson
and his wife also Mrs, Griffith wite
of the pumper at that place, were
seriously hurt bv the upsetting of
their car. The victims of the accident were taken to Trinidad and
placed in a hospital for treatment.
Mr. Anderson had his right wrist
broken off entirely from the arm,
bis left leg badly bruised and sustained severe bruises on bis body.
Mrs. Andersoc escaped with a bad
ly wrenched right arm, while Mrs.
Griffith had her collar bone broken.
Tbey were all quite shaken up and

availed themselves of tbe opportunity on Sunday spending the day
in the mountains angling the spot
ted beauties from the small creeks.
The fiow of water in the streams
has decreased rapidly since tbe re- ,rat heavy rains the past few
weeks. Many good sized catches
have been made within the past bruised.
few days.
condition, Prof. W. . Howes
and wife are in charge of tbe institution ) and are supplementing
their school work this year vitb an
agricultural course,
Mr. W. H. Bartlett recently constructed a modern school bouse, in
which is displayed a very interesting agricultural exhibit prepared
by PFof. Howes.
The school is in
possession of an excellent library,
a gift Irom Mr. Bartlett.

COLFAX

Big Demand For

Big Treat

The Shops

Free-for-a- ll

Many Rattlesnakes

NO. 26

Wedding A

Taken To

tended.

The Cimarron ball team played
Loretto at Dawson, Sunday and
r.oo
was defeated in a score of 6 to 3.
Cimarron
The game was a crack one up to
Mile
race
3:50
8th inning when the score was
the
300 yd. Pony race
Errors caused the runs to
2 to 1.
Relay Race, 3 Laps
be scored against the borne boys,
Match Races between good horses
which broke the spirit of the play
The events will close with a big
ers.
dance in the evening at the 'AthletThe boys are playing a good
'
ic Hall.
game and need support to fortify
themselves in the future.
Free-for-a- ll

THE

2. 1914.

Tom Thumb

Cimarron

Afternoon
Ball Game, Maxwell vs.

JULY

Thrown From Car;
Amputation Follows
To Save Life

The Porter Ranch last week sold
350 bead of graded yearling heifers
and bulls to the Middle Park Land
and Live Stock company of Parsh-al- l,
Colorado, to which place they
were shipped on Friday.
The
purchasers will stock their ranch
with high grade cattle of the Here
ford type, realizing that this type
of cattle produces more beef than
any'other known breed and returns
greater revenues.
This section of Colfax county is
vastly noted for its high grade cattle as is evidenced by the fact that
the U. S. government has made
large purchases of bulls for distribution amongthe Indian tribes of
the West, and tbe company that
made the Porter purchase.
This stock shipment to the Colorado parties is valued at about
18,000, and is considered a very
reasonable price for its high grade.
Stock conditions cannot be ameliorated

at any

given

place ove

those existing in this section, and
tbe recognizance of the government
and othess who desire to improve
beef herds is a fact that speaks for
the success of the cattle growers in
tbe future in this section. The
cattle in this section is practically
immune from the ravishes of disease and other plagues that infest
the herds of tbe West.
A recent report from Kansas
City, tbe unloading market for the
state, shows that more cattle was
hipped from Cimarron during the
past year, than any other town in
the northern part of New Mexico,
which speaks tor the largeness of
the industrv and the vital factor it
is in contributing to the prosperity of the richest county in the
United States.
Another important feature of tbe
industry is that the cattle at all
times command the highest market
price when shipped to market.

Maxwell Mockeries

Maxwell merchants have ordered
a carload of binding twine and one
hundred thousand grain sacks to
take care of the wheat harvest, expected to start early in July. This
will be the banner year on the
Maxwell tract.

The Farmers Lumber company,
a new concern, will open up for
business in the near future with a
complete stock of lumber and building material.

D. H. Stevenson, a farmer on
the tract, cut 150 tons of alfalfa
A man by the name of Sbaffnrr
from loo acres, which was sown
was thrown from a freight train
last year.
and badly injured Thursday mornWork on the headgateand divering at Tucumcari while trying to
dam for the Maxwell tract,
sion
beat his way out of town. His
Vermejo above Colfax is beon
the
left foot was nearly severed from
ing
pushed
as rapidly as possible
inleg
and
he
sustained other
tbe
P. M. Davenport departed Wed- - juries.
His leg was amputated and it is expected that it will be
neaday for Red River after a four just below the knee with the hope completed by August rst.
weeks' visit in Cimarron and
of saving his life. Shaffner's folk
Owing to tbe bigness of tbe
ity renewing old acquaintances. live in Cambridge, Mass., where gooseberry crop on tbe tract there
He has several mining claims in word was sent asking what diepo-sitio- n is a possibility of substituting
that district which be is
should be made of him when Gooseberry Pie Day for tbe annual
he it able to leave tbe hospital.
Pumpkin event.

CIMARRON NEWS.

AN EPITOME OF

The French sei
debate a bill alt

LATE LIVE NEWS

ed

without

Iters-In-la-

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

to marry.

with leaflets

Park.

at the

used widespread

umatra.

Martina .state Retail

ll
Ang.

n

an HildourKhaiiHt

Francisco

Waatarn Nawapapar (Tnlnn Nawa Sarvlc

July
earthquake
damage In

FROM ALL SOURCES

WOMAN KILLED WHILE TWO RIDE
IN BUGGY.

PEOPLE

the poll
and Qu
entrant

CONDENSED
RECORD OP THE
PROGRESS Of EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

HUSBAND SHOOTS WIFE

STATE NEWS

'21

Kntiimpment

N.

'

M

Morch-Jul-

N.

Institute of Science and

x

y

O,
-.

Democratic Htte Convention
Sept.
Ran Junn County Fair at
8e.pt It 11 County Fair at FarrclagII.

at Meinlngen,
Germany.
He was eighty-ninyears
old. He la aucreeded by his son, Bernard, wbo was born April 1, 1851.
Nov.
M
Teachers'
late
arque.
The Vienna police authorities proAssociation at
hibited the further enrollment of vol
Tularosa is to have electric lights.
unteers among the retired officers and
Estancia loaded a car of frijoles for
men of the A ustro-- tingarían army,
many of wbom were being recruited to shipment East.
Martha D. Bell has been appointed
go to Albania to protect Prince Wilpostmistress at Hudson.
liam of Weld.
The State Retail Merchants' AssociaAlcarex. the Filipino mess
boy of the battleship Florida who wan- tion will meet at Raton July
Prices averaged 17 cents for the
dered out of the lines on May 6 and
was arrested by the federal troops, re- 700,000 pounds of wool stored at Ros- turned to Vera Crur. under escort of W"ll.
The Charles Springer ranch at
Adolfo Magnon of the Brazilian lega'
Springer shipped 100 bulls to Lander.
tion in Mexico City.
Following an indictment returned by Wyo.
Fourteen or fifteen cars of honey
the territorial grand jury at Honolulu,
the federal grand jury indicted Jeff will be shipped from the Pecos valley
McCarn, United States attorney
for this season.
the territory of Honolulu, who Is
Four steers and twelve sheep nave
charged with assaulting Claudius
been provided for the barbecue at
an attorney, with a deadly Corona on the Fourth.
weapon.
Over 350,000 pounds of wool clip or
sheep owners around Carlsbad will be
Horace Courtenay Gammeli-Forbes- ,
nineteenth Baron Forbes, a representataken to Roswell for selling.
tive peer for Scotland, committed suiWork Is going ahead at the San
cide at Dundee, Scotland, by cutting Juan Basin Ol) Company's rig in the
bis throat in a hotel where be had Meadows, near Farmington.
been living for three months. Baron
The department of public lnatruc-tioyeara old, and
Forbes was eighty-fiv- e
has granted state aid to district
succeeded to the title In 1868.
42, San Miguel county, for 8350.
It Is stated at Clayton that one firm
8PORT.
bis phifiped a million dollars worth of
attle th:i season from Union county.
of Wntni LeaaTae Club..
Staadlaa
CL.UBH
Yí. U Po
it is est'mated that In Curry county
40 17 ,j9'
Denver
3X
18
alone fruiy. 5,000 to 8,000 acres of
8t. Joseph
.r7t
17
Sioux City
it .;sz wheat will soon be ready for harvest-in,- ;
ed

e

-

SAVINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
ft '

TBI"--

13-1-

r Union Nfwt HarTtC.

WESTERN.
Wells. Knrgo A Co. declared a semi-irnudividend of 3 per cent, a reduction of 2 per cent from the previous

rate.
Joseph Smith, a chauffeur, Jealous
of his wife, ahot and killed her md
'hen took his own life at Grand Islam),

.

Neb.
K. A. BUxt, who
murdered Enoch
Berkhelraer of Cody, Wyo., at Butte,
Mont., will
to the penitentiary for
life :is punishment for the crime.
John Ward. Jr.. fourteen, at Meridian,
Miss., killed his father, who was advancing on the boy's mother wlh a
boo.
The youth waa released on a
g--o

nominal bond.
At the head of a commission from
Arkansas, Gov. George W. Hays and
Mrs. Hays took title to and dedicated
the rite on which Arkansas will erect
a pavilion at the Panama-Pacifiexposition at San Francisco In 1916.
8am Brown fired into a buggy in
which were his wife and baby and
father-in-law- ,
near Fanning, Kan., killing his rather-ln-law- ,
Robert Jenkins;
his
child and probably fatally wounding his wife. He
then killed himself.
The Iowa vasectomy, or sterilisation law passed by the last General
Assembly,
waa declared unconstitutional, null and void in a decision filed
by Judge Smith McPherson of Red
Oak. Ia.. United States district Judge
of the southern district of Iowa, at
Keokuk.

n

c

Des Moines
.hi. ..In

38
19
29
15

Omaha
Wichita
Topeka

hi

7.1

;..'
III

Si

.5X7

514
Al'.i

.08
.11

Russian military aviator. Lieutenant Borislawsky, and a passenger
were killed at St. Petersburg by the
fall of a biplane.
Shamrock IV., Sir Thomas Upton's
new challenger for the America's cup,
had another successful trial In the
channel at Torquay, England. She
beat the old Shamrock by 4 minutes
57 seconds, corected time, over a thirty mile course in a brisk bréese.
Jack Johnson still holds the heavyweight championship oi' the world. In
a hard fought battle at Velodrome
d'HIver at Paris he easily defeated
Frank Moran of Pittsburg on points in
a twenty-rouncontest. Moran was
game and stubborn. He did most of
the leading and made many friends.
J. C. Ferriss, Molesworth and a Sir
Huon colt seem to be the winning combination at Overland park. Saturday,
before an Immense throng of horse
lovers, Viander, son of Sir Huon and
Glovtna, captured the Juvenile handicap, the rich
stake, feature of Hi,- day's racing card. Viander,
hihIi
skillful handling by Molesworth,
won the prize rather handily.
also a Sir Huon colt, owned by
Johnny Ferriss and ridden by Molee-worlcaptured the Denver deby a
fortnight ago.
A

Twelve structural ironworkers, convicted in the dynamite conspiracy
cases, whose application for pardon
was denied by President Wilson, returned to the United States prison at
Leavenworth, Kan., to serve out sentences, interrupted when they left the
prison upon bond.
At the foot of hundred foot bluff on
the ocean beach near San Pedro, Cal.,
the bodies of three women and a man,
victims of an automobile accident,
were found. The automobile, a new
car driven by Harry Baker, a wireless
operator of 8nn Pedro, had plunged
over the bluff. It was Baker's first
trip In the automobile.
Surrounded in a field by a posse of
farmers armed with pitchforks, throe
men alleged to have robbed the girl
ticket agent at the Miller, Ind., depot
of the Chicago. Lake Shore ft South
Bend railway, were captured near Willow Creek, Ind., and turned over to deputy Hherlffg.
They gave their names
as Kdward R. Jackson, J. J. Moone

d

-

Dal-sto-

and Carl Miller.

GENERAL.

WASHINGTON.

Speaker Clark told a delegation of
women from the National American
Woman'a Sulfrage Association that
"woman auffrage is as inovltable aa
the rising of tomorrow's sun." He
predicted universal suffrage by 1917.
Newa has reached Washington from
unofficial sources that France and Germany have warned Haiti that her custom houses will be seised unless arrangement are made to meet the outstanding Haitian financial obligations.
Representatives of the Mexican
in
Washington expressed hopes that General Carranza
would accept the Invitation of the
South American mediators at Niagara
Falls to participate In Informal conferences to compose the Internal affairs
of Mexico.
Admiral and Mrs. Dewey left Washington on the Mayflower for Manhattan Beach, Coney Island, New York.
The admiral has been suffering from
the effects of the protracted heat and
believes that a short sem trip wonld
be beneficial. He has not been confined to bis bed.
"A new constitution of freedom for
business," Is sn object of administration trust legislation program. President Wilson declared. In addressing a
party of Virginia editora at the White
House. He predicted that the country
la on the verse of a great buatness
revival. The President made his remarks shortly after he bad beard of
the Claflin failure in New York, although no officials ventured to say
that he had that In mind while apeak
tag.
The first cash return to the United
States for the hundreds of millions
spent on the Panama canal was
from collections ou barge traffic begun on May it. transporting cargoes because of the congestion 0
freight traffic on the Panama railThey were mostly rosn posed of
road
sugar from Hawaii. On that business
the tolls In May amounted to S7.l5f.ll,
on the baala of 11.30 per net ton.
Private dispatches received at CjM
union reported the
death of P. Bsequeir Rojas, minister
from Venezuela, at Atlantic City. N. J.
reo-orde- d

n

St

'

The Socorro Mines Company, operating ,t Mogollen, recently paid another dividend, the second within
threo months.
The canning factory at Lakewood
has built up such an extensive business that the railroad is building a
spur to the plant.
A number of Indians from Albuquerque, Santa Fé, Taos and elsewhere in
the state will be given employment in
the beet fields of Ma- well.
The postoffice site at Arroyo 8eco
has been moved 250 yards east of its
former site and Juanita O. Marea has
been appointed postmaster.
Reports which seem to be from a reliable source state that oil In paying
quantities has been reached at Oil
City, twelve miles west of Lakewood.
Pecos valley alfalfa growers are Just
about to begin the second cntting of
this great forage crop and it íb believed the production this year will
break nil records.
Bert E Slsco, of Columbus,
I. una
county, has filed a petition in bankruptcy in the United States lllstrlct
clerk's office, giving his dobts as
and his assets as $1,107.28.
Governor McDonald lias appointed
the following notaries public; Kliseo
Ortega, Trampas, Taos county; John
W. Green,
Palomas Springs, Sierra
county; John Mum, Albuquerque, Bernalillo county.
The
ranch of John Bellsle,
located ciKht miles south of liatón and
formerly known aa the Mendolson
ranch, was sold to Engineer Ceo. B.
Bourne, who will Inaugurate extensive
improvements on the place.
John C. Sandy, u stationary engineer
at Albuquerque, filed voluntary hunk
ruptcy proceedings In' the Federal
Court giving his liabilities at 1475.70
and bis assets at $102.50, the latter
consisting HioBtly or wages due him.
To Mrs. Charles A. Garrett of
belongs the honor or being
the first woman peace officer in New
370-acr- e

Purchase for half a million dollars
was made by Walter Douglas of the
properties of the Tombstone Consoll-- ;
dRted Mines Company at Tombstone,
Arlx.
The Progressive party's campaign
throughout the entire nation will be
conducted largely, this summer, from
the porch of Sagamore Hill at Oyster
Bay, N. Y.
As a result of a hunger strike started fiften days ago. L. B. Matthews,
under sentence of ten' years in the penitentiary, died In his cell at the county
jail at Holly Springs, Miss.
A man believed to be D. B. Kene
han, h retired farmer, whose home ia
in Denver, jumped or fell overboard
from the steamer Helen Blair at Davenport, la., and was drowned.
"Spooning" is a crime against wom
anhood, John J. Alexander, a director,
told 500 young women attending the
older girls' conference of the Interna-

o

Mexico.
The Frank A. Hubbell wool dip will
amount to about 1,000.001 pouiidw thia
season, and his sheep produced r,0,fl00
lambn. The E. M. Otero fleece will
also roach 1,000,000 pound. With
prices ranging from 15 cents upward,
the Luna county Hhoepmcn should luru
a pretty penny from their flocks this

year.
The Otis cuuutry, six miles below
tional Sunday school convention at CarlBbad,
looks most attractive, it Is
Chicago.
in the best shape it has ever been In
A cloudburst at Lanesboro, Minn.,
Its history. Nearly every acre of laud
made the village of 1,000 people a lake in the district is In cultivation. The
six feet deep.' Railway service waa alfalfa fields, bavo beeu fertilized and
abandoned. Lanesboro could not be are producing wonderful crops. There
reached by telephone and rescuers Is the largest acreage of cotlon ever
were obliged to go about in boats.
known and Is most promising.
"There are 20,000.000 school cuadSome time ag wool growers of
ren In this country and 1,000,000 of
Wyoming,
Utah,
Nebraska,
them have tuberculuils,"
was the Idaho, New Mexico, and Montana filed
statement of Dr. alary E. Lamhanwkt complaint with the Interatate ComHighlands. N. C. In her plea for
merce Conimlaalon that the railroad
riodlc examination of young students, rates were illegal. Recently an order
delivered before the section of pre- was Issued compelling the roade to reventive medicine and public health of fund more than 1100,000 with interest
the American Medical Association at to wool growers In these states.
Atlantic City, N. J.
The New Mexico Asbestos Company
Police and sheriff's officials are filed incorporation papers with the
convinced that gunmen from Butts ara Slate Corporation Commission, namIn Helena for the purpose of assassiing Charles P. Trumbull at East m
nating Charles H. Moyer. president of Vegas as statutory agent. The comthe Western Federation of Minera, pany is capitalized at 100,000 divided
who fled from Butte during the rioting Into 1.000 shares at II each.
in that city.
The Shlprock Indian acbool, a govA donation of 12,960,000 from John ernment Institution,
was estsbllshed
D. Rockefeller to the Rockefeller Instiseven years tgo. It has expended
14.018. ttu the past year. The value
tute of medical research was announced by Henry Jame, manager of of the buildings and ground placed at
the institute in New York. This gift $148,848. Three teachers are in eharge
brings the sum total of Rockefeller's of 99 boys and 98 (iris with an aver
contributions to the Institute up to age dally attendance of 64
Col-..i.l.- i.

iV

VIJII Charged With Murder
of Spouse in Pecos County
Second Tragedy In Month.

IK

Roswell, ft. M. The tveond tragedy
up the Hondo river In the past month
occurred when Francisco VIJII killed
his wife, between Hondo Junction and
San Patricio Vtjll Is under arrest
and was arraigned before a Justice of
the peace from Lincoln.
The report glvea It that VIJII and
bis wife had been separated for some
time past. That the past montn they
had been living together near Hondo,
but had quarreled. again.
The report states they agreed that
she should go to her brother's, at San
Patricio. They hitched up the buggy

and horse, and
ridden along several miles, quarreling, when Just a few
miles from the brother's home, he
pulled a revolver and shot her through
the heart. She died Immediately.
h.-.-

June School Fund Apportionment.
Santa Fe. The June apportionment
of the state current school fund of
in the bands of the state treasurer, has been made, giving it cents
to each person enumerated for school
purposes. The first figures show the
enumeration and the second the sum
apportioned, as follows: Bernalillo,
8.86L $1,329.15; Chaves, 6,402, $810.80;
Colfax, 4,637. $695.55; Curry, 2,301,
Dona Ana, 5.031. $753.16;
Eddy, J.775, $586.25; Grant, 6,477.
$821.55; Guadalupe, 3,483, $622.46; Lincoln. 2,212, $681.80; Luna. 1.741. $261.-16- ;
McKlnley, 1,528. $229.20; Mora,
4,333, $649.96; Otero. 2,659,
$383.85;
Quay, 358, $638.20; Rio Arriba, '5,666.
$848.25; Roosevelt, 2,543, $381 45; Sandoval, 2,113, $316.95; San Juan, l,V,uo,
$294.75; Sun Mlgjel, 7,836. $1,175.40;
Santa Fe. 6,876, $881.26; Sierra, 1,688,

it answers every beverage requirement vim, vigor, refreshment,
wholesomencss.

M

will satisfy you.

$345.15;

$253.20; Socorro, 4.634.
895.10; Taos,
3,996, $599.40; Torrance. 2,303, $345.45;
Union. 4,949, $742.36; Valencia. 3,593,
$538.95.
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Boon to Mankind.
Ignatius Tootle, the renowned authority on floral life, wbo lives near
the quiet village of Yankee Springs,
is at the present time trying to
Burbank, the wis., by growing a rectangular watermelon. Mr.
Tootle has noticed for years that ultimate consumers have had much trouble trying to carry watermelon from
the store, inasmuch as they (the watermelons) are of awkward shape and
quite slippery, and after a watermelon
bas fallen and has hit the cement sidewalk its usefulness may be said to be
over.
Mr. Tootle's watermelon will
be long and will have square corners,
one of which corners will fit Into the
bent, elbow when the melon is carried
on the Inside of the arm. Mr. Tootle
expects to have his new melon growing and on the market by 1927, it nothing happens. Boston Globe.
k
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Acres for $12,000.
The University has
bought 240 acres adjoining its present grounds from Denver parties for
It Is considered a rare bar$12,000.
gain In real estate.

COMPANY
OA.

j
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Delegates te London and Lyons.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald has
Two men stood before a painting in
named Charles A. Spless. and Cnarles a store the other day gazing wonder-InglIlfeld, of Las Vegas, delégate to the
at a picture of an equestrian
American
Commission of Municipal statue of General Lafayette. The faExecutive and Civic leaders for the mous Frenchman waa represented on
study of municipal and civic problems, a prancing steed. Over his arm he
in Great Britain and Europe, to be dis- carried a robe. At his feet stood an
cussed at the International Congress allegorical figure of Victory extendof Municipal Executives which meets ing a sword toward him as a mark
In London and at the International UrI wonder what that picof homage.
ban Exposition to be held In Lyons, ture means?' asked one of the men. "I
France.
don't know," replied the other. "I
was just trying to make out what seaPyle Memorial School.
son of the year it was when a woman
Santa Fe. The Department of pub- could go around with so little clothing
lic instruction naa received a report on while a man wbb dressed up In a
the Pyle Memorial School, which Is at heavy suit like that." "Oh, I see what
Taos, conducted by Principal I. F. it is now," cried the first one. "You
Scott. The school is run under the di- see the soldier stole the woman's
rection of the Presbyterian Board of cloak and when he took It from her
Misolons.
It has a building and he dropped his sword, and now the
grounds valued at $1.700. There' are woman Is trying to trade him back
37 boys and 23 girls In uttei.dance. the aword for her clothing."
The daily attendance averaged 44 during the past year.
The Way of Progress.
A dog barking at a passing automoConvict Captured.
bile Is generally supposed to be as tellSanta Fe. Ignacio Rodriguez, a con- ing a symbol of futile objection to the
Vegas
escaped
from
Las
the
who
vict,
march of progress aa could well be
road camp April 21 of this year, was Imagined. In the almost same category,
captured at Pueblo, Colo., and will bn however, belongs the strike of the
brought back to the pen here.
stevedores In New Orleans against the
introduction of the electric truck to
Oil Discovered In Esta.reia Valley.
transport freight between vessels and
Considerable excite- warehouses. The wonder is that this
Mountalnalr.
ment prevails over the. discovery of oil Improvement has been o long delayed
Indications In the north end of the Es- Instead of only now appearing and
tancia valley.
then as a source of a new labor difficulty. One cannot have much symAppointed.
Commissioner
New
pathy for opposition In this particular
Santa Fe. Judge W. H. Pope has Instance. The motor vehicle in all of
appointed John H. Boyd of Oscuro, its forms has come to stay, and the
Lineóla county, t United States com- rest of the world has been rather
missioned.
adjusting Itself to the new condition. Engineering Record.
New Mexico Metal Production in 1913.
A Poser.
Large gains were
Albuquerque.
Mathematical Professor I have now
made In the production of gold, silver,
completely discussed the theory of
copper, and xluc at mines iu New Mexprobability. Are there any questions?
ico In 1913, according to figures comProblematical Freshman Yes. sir.
piled by Charles W. Henderson, of the WUI you please compute the probabilUnited states Geological Survey. The ity of my passing this course? Dartproduction of gold showed an Increaae mouth Jack o' Lantern.
of $97,480 over the output of $784.446
in 1912: silver, au Increase of 94,572
The Unfortunate Fact.
ounces over the production ci 1,536,-70"A man's sins find him out sooner or
ounces In 1912; lead; a decrease later." said the cynic; "but. unfortuf 1,547,654
pounds from the yield of nately, moat of the time they find him
5,494,018 pounds In 1912; copper, an inIn." Judge. '
crease of 22,277,742 pounds over the
yield of 34,030.964 pounds In 1912; and
zinc, an Increase of 2,966,524 pounds
over the output of 13,566,637 pounds In
Despite lower average yearly
1911.
prices for copper nd zinc, the total
value of the output was $11,694,002, an
Increase for 19U of $3,166,047.
University Buys
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Demand the genuine by full name
kAnamsencouraije substitution.

y

Public Opinion.

People say how strong public opinion Is; and, Indeed, It is strong while
it is in its prime. In Its childhood
and old age it is as weak aa any other
organism. I try to ma'.ce my own
work belong to the youth of public
opinion. The history of the world Is
the record of the weakness, frailty
and death of public opinion, as geology is the record of the decay of thote
bodfiy organisms in which public opinions have found material expression.
Samuel Butler.
If you wiah beautiful, clear white
clothes, use lied Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers.
Adv.
A man isn't necessarily l.onest
cause he Is poor.

be-

i

Throw Away

your complexion troubles with your
powder puff
no need of either

when you use pure, harmless

Face
Pomade

"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail 50c

Zona Co., Wichita, Kansas.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is coaatantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has ao equal. 16 ox.
package 10c
more starch for tame noner.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Omaha, Nebraska
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Albuquerque.

Taxation Congress Delegates.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald has
named delegates to the eighth annual
conference ou taxutlon to lie held at
l.-ver
The delegates are:
Attorney Frank W. Clancy, of Banta Fé,
U. U Buckley, of Raton; Neill It. Field,
of Albuquerque, Benigno Padilla, of
Puerto de Luna. The alternates are:
Btste Senator Benjamin F. Pan key. of
Santa Fé; William B. Walton, Sliver
City; R- - L Young, I .as Cruces, east
Felt Garcia, Lumberton.
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Picnic Specialties I

The picnic U Ucoraplat. without Libby'i good tKiv. I
Heady to serve mo toss sad bother. There ara I
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Pickles

Deviled Ham
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SYNOPSIS.

nfedrat

nothcr
ltlv give
ingrst. to
nts. Tha
taaault In
1.
Edith
V'Hriipjr
from President Pavía a
pomniiBlon for Capt. Thorn
hlif of the
I

I

him of the commission from th president.
Ha la strangely aattatod and declara ha cannot accent. Thorne decide
to racapa while Bdtth leave the room to
get the commlaalnn. but la prevented by
the arrival of Caroline Mltford. Wilfred'
eweetheart. Mr. Arrelsford of the Con-

federate secret service, a rejected ultor
Mr. Varney'a
butler carrrtna a note from a prisoner
In Moby prison
Arrelaford aupecta It
la Intended for Thome.
The note read:
"Attack tonight. Plan I. Use Telegraph." Arrelsford declare
Thorne to
Dumont Of the Federal secret
service, and that his brother Henry I a
prisoner In I.lbby. Edith refuses to conand suggests that Thorne be
fronted with the prisoner aa a teat. An
order cornea from Oeneral Varney for
Wilfred to reiiort to the front at once.
Edith I forced to carry out her part In
the teat of Thorne. The prtooner I thrust
Into the room
alone with Thorne
recognises him as his elder brother. Henry Dumont They put up a fake flsht
and Hinry accidentally kills himself.
Caroline goes to the war department telegraph office to send a message to Wilfred
Arrelaford
a double meaning and
refuses to let rt go through. He and
Edlfh aecrete themselvea to watch Thorne.
whoae arrival Arrelaford expects. Thorne
takes charge of the telegraph office. He
Interstarts to aend a message, but
rupted by the arrival of a meesenaer with
a dispatch from the secretary of war.
Arrelaford and Edith see Thorne alter the
aecretary's dispatch. Thorne I shot In
the wrist by Arrelaford when he attempts
to aend It. Arrelsford calls the gusrd.
and when they appear Thorne turns the
tablaa by ordering the arrest of Arrelaford.
of Rdlth'e, detecta Jonas,

1

CHAPTER

XIV.

SMITH

volca and bearing, to say nothing of
hla uniform, telling heavily against a
civilian like Arrelaford were taking
the revolver out of hla hands, Thorne
once more turned to the telegraph
table. Hla blood was up and he would
send the dla patch now before the
whole aaaemblage. before the Confed
erat
overnment or tta army If neceaaary.
Arrelaford burat out In a laat vain
attempt to stop him:
"Listen to me, sergeant," he pleaded desperately, "he la going to aend
out a false telegram
Tratll do," gruffly said the sergeant
of the guard, shaking hla fist In Arrels
ford's face, "what Is It all about, cap

and"

tain T"

about?

haven't the slightest
Idea. He saya he comes from aome of
flee or other. I waa aendlng off aome
important official dispatches here and
he began by letting off his gun at me
Crasy lunatic, I think."
"It's a He!" aald Arrelaford furious
ly. "Let me apeak I will prove "
'Here!" said the sergeant of the
guard, "that'll do now. What shall I
do with him, captain?"
"I don't care a damn what you do
with him. Get him out of here, that'a
all I want."
"Very well, tir. Are you much hurt?"
"Oh, no. He did up one hand, but I
can get along with the other all right."
said Thorne. sitting down at the table
and seising the key.
"Stop him!" cried Arrelstord, fully
divining that Thorne Intended to send
the message. "He'a aendlng a wait!"
A thought came to him.
"Ask Miss
Varney, she saw him ask Miss VarAll

I

ney."
But the old sergeant of the guard
paid no attention whatever to hla frantic appeals.
"Here, fall in there!" he said. "We'll
get him out, captain. Have you got
him, men? Forward then!"
Struggling furiously the squad of
soldiers forced Arrelaford to the door.
Thorne paid absolutely no attenMon to

The Call of the Key.

Tills astonishing denouement fairly
paralyzed Arrelaford. With a daring
and ability for which he had not given
Thorne credit, and which waa totally
unexpected, although what he had
learned of hla prevloua career might
the
have given him aome warning,
tablea had been turned upon him by a them ; he had forgotten their presence.
man whom he confidently fancied he Like his attention, bis mind and heart
had entrapped beyond posslbll'ty of were on they key again. But he was
eacape!
fated to meet with still another interHla amaiemcnt li 1I him apeechleaa ruption.
v
remoment,
hla
a
natural
but
for
"Halt there!" cried a sharp voice
to
him with from the hall, just aa the group
sourcefulness came back
hla returning presence of mind. He reached the door.
knew the futility of an attempt to
"Halt! Lett face!" cried the aerstruggle with hla capto ra, he therefore geant In turn, recognizing that here
decided to try to reason with them.
was a superior whom It were well to
began,
quietly obey without question or hesitation.
"Sergeant,"
he
enough, "my orders are) "
"Here Is Oeneral Randolph," aald
But Thorne would not let him con- the voice outside, giving the name of
tinue. Having gained the advantage one of the high officers of the Richhe waa determined to keep It to the mond garrison.
end and for that purpose he followed
"Present arma!" cried the aergeant
up hla first blow, ruthleaaly pressing of the guard aa Oeneral Randolph aphla charge hard.
peared in the doorway.
"Damn your orders ! " he InterruptFollowing him were aome officers of
ed furiously. "You haven't got ordera his staff and by hla aide waa the imposing figure of MIbb Caroline Mltford
The humiliation and Indignation had
vanished from her bearing which was
one of unmitigated
triumph. 8be
threw a glance at Arrelaford which
bode 111 for that young man. The gen
eral entered the room and stopped be
fore the secret service agent, who
stood in front of the guard, although
he had been releaaed by the men.
"What's all this about?" he asked
--

.

"Oat

Hla

dun

Away,
Somebody."

He'll

Hurt

to ahoot up everybody you ye la thla
office, have you?"
This waa too much for Arrelaford.
and he made a desperate plunge forward to get at Thorne, who shook hla
wounded wrist In the secret service
agent's face. The soldiers held him
tightly, however, and Thorne continued hotly
"Get his gun away, sergeant, he'll
hurt somebody."
While the soldiers who appeared
to entertain no doubt and to have no
hesitancy whatever about obeying
Thorne'a ordera, the latter evidently
the military man of the two and hla
QUEER

PLANT THAT COUGHS

"Rtop him!" exclaimed the general.
What do you mean?"
ft waa evident that the dlapntch was
not to go out then. Thorne bad not
succeeded In getting an answer to his
signal. He left the key, rose and

saluted.
"He means me, sir," he said. "He's
got an Idea some dispatch I'm sending
out Is a trick of the Yankees."
"It Is a conspiracy!" cried Airela
ford. "He is an Impostor "
"Why, the man must have gone
crasy, general," said Thorne coolly,
holding his position by tha table and
listening with all his ears for the return signal.
"I came here on a case for "
Arrelsford.
"Walt!" said Oeneral Randolph. "1
will soon get at the bottom of this.
What was he doing when you came In,
sergeant T" be asked of the
officer in charge of the
guard.
"He was filing on the captain, sir,"
answered the sergeant saluting.
"He was sending out a false order
to weaken our lines at Cemetery Hill,
and I ah Miss Varney. she was here.
She eaw it all." explained Arrelsford
"Miss Varney!" exclaimed the general.
"Yes, sir."
"The general's daughter?"
"Yea. sir."
"And what was she doing here?
"8he cama to see for herself whether this man was guilty or not ; whether
he was a spy or a traitor."
"la this some personal matter of
yours, Mr. Arrelaford?" aaked the general suspiciously.
"He was a visitor at her house and
I wanted her to know."
"Where Is she now? Where Is Miss
Varney?" asked Randolph Impatiently.
"She must be out there on the bal- oony," answered Arrelsford. "I beg
you to send for her, sir."
"Sergeant," said Oeneral Randolph
step out on the balcony. Present my
compliments to Miss Varney, and ask
her to come In at once."
In a moment the sergeant returned
"There is no one there, sir," he re
plied saluting.
At that Instant Thome got the long
desired signal. Without a moment's
hesitation, he turned to the key. He
picked up the dispatch- with hla
wounded left hand and with the other
began to manipulate the sounder.
"She must be there," said Arrelsford, "or else she's stepped Into the
next room, tha commissary general's
office, the window was open, tell him
to ah!" as the sound of the clicking
caught, his ear, "8top him. He 14 sending It now!"
Mr Arrelsford'B
distress was so
overwhelming and so genuine that
something of the man's suspicion was
communicated to the general.
"One moment, captain," he said.
Captain Thorne, of course, had no
He
option but to releaee the key.
atopped sending and dropped the
saluting
"Now, Mr. Arrelsford," aald the general, "what have you to do with the
military telegraph department?"
"This Is a secret service case; they
assigned It to me, sir."
"What ia a aecret service case?"
"The whole plot to send the order
It's the Yankee secret service. He Is
a member of It and hla brother brought
In the signal tonight"
"I beg your pardon, sir," said
Thorne, "this dispatch ought to go
out at once, sir. It came from the secretary of war and it is very urgent."
"Go ahead with It," said General
Randolph.

Thorne needed no further permlaslon than that, dropped to his seat,
and once more aelzed the fatal key.
"Don't
"No, no!" cried Arrelaford.
let him 1 tell you It's a "
"Silence, sir," thundered Randolph.
"Do you know what he Is telling
them?" persisted a'relsford.
-

"No, do you?"
"Yes," returned the aecret

the open. 'or came back they would
tch htm doing It With that order
d the secretary's signatura ha could
go right on. He could even order one
of them to aend It."
"And pray how did he get the secre
tary's signature to a forged telegram?"
asked Oeneral Randolph.
'He tore It off a genuine dispatch
Why. general, look at that dispatch In
your hand yourself. The secretary's
signature is paated on, I aaw him do

TO

Is

on
Deposited
Leaves.

Its

All have read of carnivorous plants,
laughing plants and of plants that
weep, but who has heard of a plant
of

that coughs?
There is the authority of a French
botanist, however, for the statement
that a plant in various tropical re
gion actually possesses tin

FOOD FRESH
L A T C

Fruit and Vegetables May Be Bought
While Cheap and Preservad Almos

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Indefinitely.

It Is much more Injurious to food to
keep It In a box with a scant supply
of Ice than to leave It covered on .a
pantry shelf where there Is a good
supply of fresh air. If one must be
economical with Ice wrap each cake
In a piece of old woolen blanket,
It"
which muat be removed and boiled In
"They often come that way, sir," water and baking soda once a week.
said Thorne nonchalantly.
Fruit and vegetables may be bought
"Ha Is a liar!" cried Arrelsford. at the height of tltelr season, when
"They never do I"
thsy are at their beat and cheapest.
Thome stepped forward impulsive- ind by simple and safe methods kept
ly, his face flushed at the word "liar." until a later time, when they will be
bnt ha controlled himself.
more of a delicacy because oat of sea-io"Oeneral." he said, "if you have any
and more expansivo to buy. and
doubt about that dispatch, send It more than likely not in the market
back to the war department and have it all.
It verified."
Lettuce, parsley and all other green
It waa a splendid, magnificent bluff. things may be kept deliriously fresh If
So ovet win lining In Its assurance that first washed In cold water, shaken and
even Arrelaford himself was petrified than packed In a tin pail that has a
with astonishment. He waa morally very tight cover, so that the air msy
certain that Thorne was a federal ae- nol penetrate to them, and set In ñ
cret service agant and that the dis- .ocl place. In the case of lettuce,
patch was a forgery, yet It would taka when the cover Is removed the leaves
but a few minutes to send It over to will pop up and you will find them aa
the secretary's office and convict him crisp and fresh as If they had Just
ont of It is own mouth. What could ?ome from the garden.
the man mean!
Fven lettuce that has wilted to a
"That's a good Idea," said General torry state will revfVe 'wonderfully If
Randolph He hesitated a moment and jubjected to a few hours of such treatthen turned to the guard. "Sergeant," ment. To purify greens that are to
he said "take this dispatch over to be eaten raw. usa a V'tioh nf boric
cld powder In the water In which
secretary's office and "
the
'
At that moment, the key which had :hey are washed.
been silent began a lively clicking.
Tomatoea picked when Just ripe and
Firm and attached to the atems will
keep almost Indefinitely with no noticeable loss of freshness If covered
with brine made by dissolving a
of salt In a gallon of pure,
'resh water. Place them In an earthen
vessel. A mixture of water and vlne-ra- r
will also keep them freah for a
ong time.
To treat cabbage In order to have
It retain all Its fresh, crisp, clean
nullities for a long time, strip off the
'not and old outside leaves clear down
to a compact head. Take two or three
thic knesses of clean newspapers and
a rnp up each cabbage in a tight, neat
'Ittle bundle. Place In a box or barrel.
If you will take freshly gathered
rrven corn on the cob or carefully
belled peas or beans and dip them In
oolllng water, then dry them in a
oom In which there Is a free clrcti-atloof air, they will keep for a lon
Ime and retain all their freshness
ind flavor.

Westara NewCpauer I'nlnn News Service.

DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
Beef steers, corn fed, good
.$7 'Off,

corn fed, fair
pulp fed, good
7.50

leers, pulp fed, fair
xhI

tolce
teers,
to good

n

"Silence, Sir," Thundered Randolph.

WASH

THE

CELERY

STALKS

Randolph turned toward It, Advice Given by the Department of
Agriculture Should Be Heeded
and Thorne made a quick step In tha
by Every Housewife.
same direction.
"What's that?" asked the general.
Since the United States Department
Thorne stood by the desk listening
while the key clicked out the mes- )f Agriculture haa discovered that It
8 practically Impoaslble to briug
sage.
celery to market unleea the
Chesney,"
"ifrdjutant
ha
Oeneral
iltnta have been sprayed with
spelt out slowly.
mixture, or the Baits of copper
"Oh, from the front, then?" said
declared Injurloua for uae in food prod,
Randolph.
ta. two warnings have been Issued,
"Yes, sir," answered Thorne.
)ne to the housewives telling them to
"What Is he saying?"
Thome stepped to the table and wash the celery before using It, and
bent ovar the clicking key. "His com- the ether to the farmers telling them
pliments, sir," he read off slowly. "Ha .hat the danger In using this blight
preventative was due to a faulty
aska" waiting for a few minutes
ipraylng apparatus.
It should be
"for tha rest," still another pause
"of that dispatch he says It's of vital ipread at high pressure to make a fine
s
nlat inatead of In a stream which
Importance, sir. and "
on the leaves and runa down the
The communication which Thorne
had made to General Randolph was In i tu Iks In this way It settles In the
The gen- oots and Is not washed away by the
itself of vital Importance.
eral was too good a soldier not to rain, giving the celery a blue look.
However, even If the spray la propknow the danger o'. delay In the carrying out of military maneuver which erly used the department of agriculwub probably part of some general ture advises the consumer to break
plan of attack or defense of which ha the bunches and wash and scrub the
was not privy. He made up his mind
tulks before they are eaten. ChemInstantly. He took the dispatch from ical analysis proves that bis cleans
the hand of the sergeant and turned ing removes nearly all the copper
It over to Thorne again.
left by the spray and prevents Injury
"Let him have It," he said decisively. to those eating the celery.
The captain with his heart pounding
like mad sat down at the table and
Rhubufb Ice.
seized the key. Was he going to comvaftety of rhuUse the
plete tha dispatch' Waa the plan to barb. Wash well, cut finely and stew
In
triumphed
he
Had
out.
be carried
played game until soft in plenty of water, making
i he bold and desperstely
a thin sauce.
Then strain and meaa-ure- .
by his splendid courage, resourcefulcupfui of sugar to a
Add
a
ness, and assurance? His eyes shone
juice.
8tlr until the sugar Is
the color came back Into hla pale pint of
mixture Ib cold, then
cheeks as his hands trembled on the dissolved Aand the of
orange peel may
dash
freexe.
key.
General!" cried Arrelsford, "If bo cooked with the rhubarb, and the
juice added to the cold mixture. This
you
may be made into more
"That's enough, sir. We will have Icea by adding tneringuea elaborate
plalu or
you examined at headquarters."
murBhmallow or almond, candled orAt that lnatant Lieutenant Foray
ange peel or cbenies and various othcame rapidly Into the room.
er dainty touches will modernise the
God!"
Arrelaford,
as
cried
"Thank
blm.
sight
of
"There's a :rlgtna) Idea
he caught
witness, he was sent away on a forged
Helpful Suggestions.
order, ask him?"
After you have washed and starched
Interruption,
thought
Another
Thome, desperately fingering the keys, your curtains spread on the lawn with
if they would only give him a minute a tooth pick In each scallop.
To remove Ink from white clothes
mora he could complete the order,
but ha was not to have that minute soak in aour milk and waah as usual.
To take out mildew soak In chlorapparently.
"Walt, captain." aald Oeneral Ran- ide of lime and put in the sun.
dolph quickly, and again the key was
Use peroxide on scorched linens and
silent "Now, sir," he said to Lieu- put In the hot aun.
tenant Foray, "where did you come
For green grass stain use tnolasaes
General

set--le-

service
agent.
peremptorily.
moment,
Captain Thorne,"
"Walt a
Although he knew that something ssld the general. Impreased In spite of
Important was transpiring, and that himself by this man'a earnestness,
the newcomer waa a man of rank which made him disregard all ordera,
else.
Thorne never turned hla head. At commands and everything
whatever coat, he realised he must get "Where Is the dispatch?"
the telegram off, and from the look of
Captain Thorne picked up the paper
thlnga it appeared that hla only chance and banded It to the general, and then
waa then and there. He did not care stepped back. He had played bis last
If the president of the Confederate card. He played It desperately, boldStates of America were there In per ly and well.
son, hla mind and soul were on the or
"Well?" aaked the general, looking
He was frantically calling the from the dlapatch to the accuser,
der.
station he wanted, the one Indicated "what has be been telling them?"
by "Plan 3." and he had the doctored
"Ha began to give an order to withdispatch, to which he bad paated the draw Marston's division from its presaecretary'a algnature, spread out on ent position," said Arrelsford. making
the table before him.
a brilliant and successful guess at the
"What's all thla about refusing to probable point cf attack In "Plan 3 "
aend out Miss Mltford's telegram?" be
"That Is perfectly correct," said
gan Oeneral Randolph peremptorily. General Randolph, looking at tha pa
"Some of your work, I understand, Mr par.
Arrelsford."
"Yea, by that dispatch, but that dla
"General!" cried Arrelsford breath patch Is a forgery. It Is an order to
They have arrested me. It Is withdraw a whole division from a vital
lessly.
a conspiracy " He turned toward point. A false order, be wrote It himThorne. "Stop that man, for Ood'a self This Is the turning point of the
aake stop him before it's too late!"
whole plot."
At this Juncture, Caroline Mltford
"But why should he write it him- from T"
Bud wash
turned from the room and joined old self? If he wsnted to send a false orThe lieutenant did not all compreTo remove paint from your clothes
Martha In the hall, and disappeared der, he could send It without putting It hend what waa toward, but his answer soak well In turpentine and wash
She had only come back with the gen down on paper, couldn't he?"
to that question was plain.
while wet.
eral to punish Arrelsford. but she did
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Yes," admitted Arrelsford. but he
Rsspberry Water Ice.
Press raspberries through a fine
the doleful thought presents Itself or
to cough In the most anproved man- so much the cough of a child sufferattempta to show hla hair sieve enough of them to make
ner. The fruit of this plant reaetnbUs ing from a cold as to carry a most the bogy-mato
face;
look
always on the bright three pints of Juice. Add oue pound
the common broad bean.
uncanny sensation to the one beuold
Philadelphia side of things, determined to stand al- of powdered sugar, the juice of oue
It appears that tha coughing plant lng the phenomenon.
ways In the sunshine rather than la larga lemon, and one teaspoonful of
la something of a crank, that It easily Telegraph.
the shadow this It Is that makes raspberry extract. Then freeze
worku Itself Into rage and that It has
life with Its dally round and Its
a curious horror of all dust
Gospel of Couraga.
Lobster Creams.
As soon as a few grains of dust
Ralph Waldo Trine stated bis ballet knotty problems continually easier.
f
a pint of cream stiff,
Whip
This hopeful, optimistic
are, deposited on Its leaves, the air thus in Hunter h Basar:
attitude of mind and heart season It highly with cayenne and
chambers that cover their facea and
"To get up each morning deterare respiratory organs of the plant mined to be happy, determined to be Is to set Into operation subtle, silent sat; cut up half a boiled lobster and
become filled with gas. swell and and master of the events of the day In- forcea that are continually working mix with cream. Put luto cases. Garby driving out the gas with a slight stead of being maatered by tbem: to along tha lines we are going and that nish with parsley and some lobster
soral.
J explosion and a sound that resembles
take anew this attitude of mind when' opens the way for as to arive."
red-Btal-

oourage-al-waya-u-

p

7 60

7.00

tears, hay fed, good

n

n

Works Itself Into a Raga Whan Duat

KEEP

7.2508.00

hay

fed. fair

good to choice
Cows and helfnrs,
fair to good

6.5007.25
7.0007.76

...

Heifers, prime corn fed
Cows nnd heifers, com
good to choice
Cows and heifers, corn
fair to good
Cows and heifers, pulp
good to choice
Cows and heifers, pulp
fair to good
Chwa and heifers, hay

fed,
6.5O017.ÍÍ

fed,

J.50

5.75

fed,

6 5007.25

'

fed,

5.50HP6.50

fed,

6."57.00

hay fed,

5.5008.25

4.on.00

('tinners and cutters
Veal calves

8.50 it 1 1 .76
b.00'ó)6.50

Bulls

Stags
,
5.757.00
Feeders and stackers, good
to choice

7.0i"q 7.75

Feeders and stockerB, fair
to good

Feoders and Blockers,
mon to fair

5.501 6.25

Hogs.

hogs

Good

G.25ti.7.00

com-

8.20

0 8.30

Sheep.

.emits
Kwes

$7.7508--

I

5..VI06.25
6.3007.00

Yearlings (light)
Wethers
Limbs (shorn)
Ewes (shorn)

6.00

(5.6

6.207.25
5.0005.25

Hay.
i'F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton. $13 00014.00

Nebraska upland, per ton.il 00 12.00
Second bottom, t'olorado
and Nebraska, per ton. 11 00012.00
Timothy, per ton
17. 00018.00
7. r.oii .x.r.o
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, ton.. 16. 00'i 17.00
San .ui Valley, per ton. 11. 00Í1 12.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 14..00015.00
. .
straw, per ton
500' 6.UU
i

Grain.
Wheat, choice milling. 100 lbs
Rye. Colo., bulk, 100 lbs

... $1.37

1.05

Idaho oats, sacked
Corn chop, sacked
Corn, In sack
Bran. Colo, per inn lbs

1.59
1.50
1.49
1.25

Flour.

Standard Colorado, net

$2.15

Poultry

Dressed

Turkeys, fancy D. P
Turkeys, old toma
Turkeys, choice
Hens, large

21

19

14
14

16
14

Hens, small
Ducks
Oeeae

016

14
12

Roosters

9

13
10

13
26
6

it 28
if 7

Live Poultry.
Hens, fancy
Broilers, lb

Roosters
Turkeys,

. .

10 lba.

Ducks
Geese

15

or over ...15

17

13

12
10

11

Eggs.
Ejtgs. graded Not 1 net, F.
O. B. Denver
Kr.gx. graded No. 2 net, K.
O. B. Denver

18V4

12

Hggs, case count, less com
4.76
mission

5.30

Butter.
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. . .25
Creameries, ex. Bast, lb. ..25
Creiirnerles. 2d grade, lb. ..

26
f26
23

Process

21

Packing stock

'

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., extras, box. .$2..0T$.O0
Apples, Colo., fancy, box . . 2.0002.50
Apples, Colo., choice, box. . . 1.251.6o
.

2.25(3.00

Cherries Cola, crate

.'b. 1.76

Colo
Strawberries, Colo

Oooaeberrles,

1.2502.00

Vegetables.

Peas. Colo
Potatoes, cwt

1.7503.60

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Lead snd Spelter.
New York. Lead $3.8503.95.
19 7s 6d.
don,
Spelter $5.006.10. London.
5s.

Iad

St. Louis.

Spelter

Lon-

21

$3.80.

$4.90.

Omaha Live 8tock Quotations.
Hogs Heavy, $8.1
South Omaha.
lights. $8.070 8.211: pigs, $6.(0
08.
7.50: bulk of sales, $8.1008.16.

Native steers,

Cattle

$7.60

0 9.1;

cows and heifers $5.7608.(M); Western
steers, $7.600 8.00; calves. $8.00
10.TI.

Sheep Yearlings, $6.7507.10; weth-er$6.766.10: lambs, $8.859.40.
Cotton

In

Liverpool-Liverpool- .

-- Cotton

8.17; middling,

r,

7.63;

Good middling,
low middling,

7.16.

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, 84
86c; No 2 hard. 84
85c; No $
Northern,
No. t spring, 89
V

90lc:

090c.
Com No.

2,

No.

8

70c;

69",

Oats-stand-

one-hal-

ar

I,

üS470c;

-

Port

La re

2

yol-lo-

yellow, 690

white,

$V40M4i;

:')0 394c.

No. 2, 64c.
490 58c.

by

No.

t

No.

$4.2808.60.
$IO.OO13.00

The Cimarron Ne w

AMERICAN

I'ublithed Every Thrjrsdar

BINES PERFORM GREA

WORK AS UNITED STATES POLICE
At

New Mexico, A State Of "Lawlessness"
The News is in receipt of a copy of the Ornaba Bet
lated June 26, in which it prints and editorial under th
caption of "Lawlessness in New Mexico." It reads:
"The shooting of Ralph Connell in New Mexico is th
culmination of a condition of lawlessness that seriously rc
fleets on the good name of our newly admitted sister state.
This tragic death not only brings sorrow to his man.
friends in Nebraska,
but it places a grave responsibility upon the authorities and good people of New Mexico.
"The killing of Ralph Connell from ambush while
peaceably traveling along a public highway in pursuance
of his legitimate business, shows a spirit of lawlessness
and utter disregard for human life that even old Mexico
would not tamely tolerate within its borders. Without
warning of any kind and before the eyes of his little
daughter, the fatal shot was fired by a cowardly
ly murderer, whose act of shooting was evidently known
in advance by others. It is now up to the state authorities of New Mexico to promptly do their part in the discovery of the perpetrators and instigators of this crime
and to bring them to justice.
i
state of Nebraska, in which Ralph Connell
was born and reared, demands and expects that our sister
state of New Mexico will omit nothing to maintain it
good name and wipe out the blot made by the murder of
this young man, who was one of its most active citizens
and was doing much for the development and advancement
of his adopted state."
This is from Nebraska's leading state paper and even
at that it is invoked with a spirit of misrepresentation on
proclaiming lawlessness in New Mexico.
The trouble
with the Bee is that it has a bee in its bonnet and is too
presumptuous in its assertions.
No assertion is more falsifying than the one that the citizens of this state are a set of ruffians and law breakers.
As a matter of fact, our people are the mostly cultured and
highly educated of any state in the union and, as such, do
not owe an apology to the state of Nebraska.
Nebraska, and especially Omaha, has more law breakers to the square foot than New Mexico has on a 640-acri arm.
nine-year-ol-
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Outbreak of
Today They
mand of
ficer

the Spanish War There Were 2.500 of Them,
Number 10.000 With 345 Officers Under ComMajor General Barrett, the Only General Ofof Marines Have Numerous Ni ok names.

By JOSEPH
M EDI L L P
Special Correspondent of the Chicago

Ver Crua. The marines arc tbe
tip nf Uncle Sam's sword- - They enter place firm
Then- are 10,000 of them and 345 officers, under Major General llarrett
He Is the only general officer In the
service.
At the outbreak of-- the Spaifteh war
there were 2.500 marines. The force
has been quadrupled since then. It Is
likelier to grow more than to con-

yielding as mud:

NO. 9?.

d flows about

ps

al-

tract.
For Uie uiaiiues are oUl Inlet national police, and we are doing more
International policing every year
particular In !.:ttn America north of
Panama.
Since "98 the marines have been
with bayonets fixed and rifles loaded
for business In Cuba (twice), Forto
Hico, the Philippines, China. Santo lv
mingo, Colombia, Hayti, Panama, Nicaragua, Mexico.
Into some of these placen tbe .soldiers did not follow, but wherever the
soldUTs did go they found the marines
had been ahead of them.
Contrary to general opinion, only
about half the marines live on navy
ships.
There are three nhore repi
ments of about fifteen hundred men
each, stationed one on the Pacific
coast, one on the Atlantic and one on
the Oulf of Mexico.
Mobility is the essence of the ma
rtne service. Thay only take with
them what they can carry on their
backs.
When they serve with the
army, the army feeds them food and
ammunition. When they serve with
the navy the navy "fluds" them both.
With the army they have array discipline; for Instance, a man can't be U. S. Marines Landing at
summarily Imprisoned by hla officer
without trial. When with the navy, the unending labor of the marines on
the sandhills is to dig the sand out of
their trenches ugain and again and
again.
The trenches are standing trenchea,
about 4 reet 6 or F feet deep, shored
UP within by corrugated tin siding and
braced with boards.
There Is no aenderny for marine off!
cers similar to West Point end Annap
oils.

They are appointed from civil life
between the ages of twenty-onand
twenty-seven- ,
largely by political pull
They nre then' sent to tbe marline officers' school at Norfolk, Va., where
they receive instruction In the technique of their profession, not includ
ing general educational work, as at
West Point or Annapolis. Marine officers are assumed to have at least a
high school education before appointment.
Whether there should be a four-yea- r
education for marine officer., and
they should be caught younger, as In
the other branches of the service, or
whether a school within a school for
marine officers should be established
at one of the great academies of war.
or whether things should be feft as
they are, are matters which divide decidedly the opinions of the marine
themselves.
The term for enlisted men Is four
years. For their preliminary training
they are sent for sixteen weeks to
recruit depots In Norfolk, Va., on the
East coast, or Mare Island, Cal., on
the West, where they are taught infantry drill, cavalry drill, swimming, boat
sailing, mine planting, sewing,
;
boxing,
wrestling,
horse
grooming,
signaling, camping, and
cooking under field conditions, and
e

in

Will Lead Them Wrong
The success of the Republican party in New Mexico
the present campaign rests largely with the publicity

bureauvand the information the public will receive through
the different organs associated with the party.
It is important to the success of the Republican party
that it dishonor one of the dailv papers from its ranks until such a time as it can come off the fence and be one or
the other. The people of this state will defeat the party
at the polls whichever is represented by that journal. It
is confidence that must be invoked upon ,the minds of the
public, and the paper in question has NOT. This is an
important factof for y
success.
pt-rt-

The fight for the congressional job at Washington in
this state is taking on life from every corner of the state.
While the linguistic bouts are pulled off mostly down the
line, where there is an abundance of lime, the little places
are also heard from occusionally with an men, Possibly
such stunts were called politics in New Mexico a decade
ago, but the present generation is addicted to the habit of
using the primary to select its candidates; and by the way,
why not demand the primary law from the next state legislature? It would eliminate a heap of whitewashing.
President Wilson's idea of prosperity doesn't coincide
with the opion of the public. It will be shattered to little
bits if it doesn't take on different airs at the psychological
moment.
Louisiana Democrats are protesting against the dropping off of the tariff on products raised in that clinie. It
is not surprising; they enjoyed prosperity under the former
administration.

With the indictment of Chas. G. Mellen

by

the

gov-

ernment the price of melons and lemons will not be materially reduced. You should worry about it.
You can just make pne resolution that T. R. will talk
this fall if every phonograph in the country must be chartered. That's his way of doing business.

"New Mexico, a Pennsylvania in the raw;" is synonymous of the state campaign wherein oil gushers are to be
enticed into the political arena. So mote it lie.
Lieu tenant Governor tie Baca will not be
gn to run for tbe Corporation Comntisait
locrata. Thia ia a move at an opportune tim

oili-Cer-

U,U.

These inks are a jfuaranteed product, it flows freely, does not (rum
anri
rmde for a high and drr cümatc. "it's All Write."

of water; and

Office Furniture and Supplies

Globe-Wernick- e

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest

Improved

Sec-

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For 'Good,

I

Merchandise

Standard

Up-to-da- te

in Boots, Shoes,

Clothing, Dry

uooas, Notions, Nats, nilhnery, Trunks, Fur- miuic, carpus, mass cnina, wooden and lin- "u,v'
rapci, irugA unu .siaiionery.
PRICES

AND

QUALITY

Matkin Supply

GUARANTEED

Company

Mail Orders Promptly Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

.

W.

Swear ingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and I ce

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

laun-derim-

.

Marine

With

FaTII

Equipment

the marine can be put In Jail or the
hip's brig at an officer's nod.
Army and navy field arttllery arc
different.
The marines use,both. The
same "leather neck" In the same year,
almost In the same day, may be cav
alryman, cook, coal passer, and collector of the port for a banana republic. He may celebrate the Fourth of
July llquoroualy and then proceed to
fight every Infantryman he sees, until
the Panaman police Interfere. Then
he will join with the Infantryman and
attack the Panaman police fore- - with
belt'and bare hands, and chase It into
the jail, and bealege It there, until other marines on duty come off the ship
aud rescue the police and arree. t their
friends on shore leave.
It Is muttered low and grumbling In
the army that If looting were ever
done after a flgh't It would be dune by
tbe marines, because the beggars al- ways get there first. It Is whiupei
In Vera Cruz that certain marine
vatea had new Oliver typewriters
sale at $6 apiece after the iakiug
the naval academy and automatic
tola for t- - and botUes of perfume
for 10c. The Mexican naval cadi
apparently used perfume Instead
water from the quantity of sot
The market on perfume
found
was weak, however, dropping to 3
Marines are called "leather neek

AVISO.
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger (rula silvestre o cor
ta) macar, seca o para i.ualesuieraotroe
ñu sin permiso; se prohibe est nctamenl
c aquellos que asi traspasaren mi, u; prose
ados al lleno de la lay.
Cor
WILLIAM KKENCft,
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry a full line

of

COFFINS and CASKETS
TOOK

REWARD

IN

TELEPHONE 20

ADVANCE

N. M.

ClMAKRON,

Parson Who Found Loat Handbag
ept aiz for Hla Honesty
and Trouble.
Boston. The person who nicked un
the handbag of Mrs. lieury Lyman
Shaw at the Progressive bazaar at the

i

.

U. S. Marinas

KkVGHaH
Boarding Transport
Vara Crua.

fy

rale, although the b
purse which It con'
with papers and keyi
Barely, $12 In curren
Tlie. property, less t
turned from Lynn,
no reward was asked,
been made.
In a bold faced ad
Shaw agreed to ask
and tbe parson-- , who

,
17

wore returned
was missing.
i'prlsul had

NOTICE,
trespassing in the W. S. Pastura a
county, whether for the purpose of
IK. nshing. pulling wild frOit,
or
or ior any purpose whatto-leave- ,
is strictly prohibited
pursers win oe prosecuted to
esteut oi the taw.
Signed)
WILLIAM FKENCH,
for W. S Land 4 Caltle Co.
11
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Cimarron, Pew Mexico
Ball Games, Horse Races, Broncho Busting,
Ring Tournament and all the things that go to
make up a Glorious 4th. Good horses are
coming from all the county to participate in the
match
races. There will be
races, 1 4 mile dash, Relay races, etc.,. etc.
free-for-all-rac- es,

Krai í 1 I '

..v

'

8

WkvWkSí

nm,

--

PRO GRAMME
FORENOON PRZ.
EVENT

1st

AFTERNOON
2nd PRZ.

$5
$10
9: 5 Broncho Contest
3
2
10:00 00 Yard dash
"
1
.50
0: 5 Shoe Race
.75
.50
0:30 Girl Race
.75
.50
10:45 Boys' Race
10:30 16 Yr. Ball Game, Dawson vs. Cimarron

1st PRZ.

EVENT

1

1

2nd PRZ.

:00 Ball game, Maxwell vs. Cimarron

1

1

1

1

2:30
Free-For-A-

ll

1-

-4

Free-For-A-

ll

race

3oo yd. Pony Race

$10
10

10
Relay Race, 3 Laps
Match Races Between good Horses

$5
5
5

Athletic Hall
Dance
All Roads Lead To Cimarron
On July 4th. Come Everyone

CIMARRON NEWS.
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SLAYER REVEALS

wall"

or wl, HEViaurnDN
.

4

POLITICAL PLOT

.

STUDENT CONFESSES AS8A88INA
TION OF AUSTRIAN HEIR AND
WIFE PLANNED IN SERVIA,

sí

2

w&ji n3iaa& s

v

In a speech hefore. the "Keep
of fashionable St. John's Episcopal church, told the women members that modern diaphanous draperies were much more conducive to
health than the henvy clothing of the
past. He'satd thst airy
walt
and angei sleeves allow the air to
ventilate the body. Many member of
society and official Washington present listened to the lecture while their
necks and shoulders gleamed through
their gauzy summer dresses.

Johnson

v

J

MONARCHY

IMPERILED

OIL OUTPUT
Th

have Imi written
course or. endurance of
army that brayed
at Valley
of 1777-7- 8
Monument
have been
orected to the memory of men
and officers. The alte of the
camp haa been reserved by the
state of Pennsylvania, and converted Into a memorial park, but
the women who shared the dangers and suffering with them, who
nobly nursed the sick, fed the
starring and clothed the naked,
are left unrecognised. There are
no public records of them, even
their quarters that had been the shelter of the
needy, the stage of the Conway cabal (that was
one of the remarkable and dramatic incidents of
the war), the cradle of the first aid to the Injured, and the setting for a love affair of one of
tte first presidents of the United Rtatns, was
not Included In the state reservation and taken
under Its protection, but Is fast falling Into decay,
to the pbame and dishonor of the guardians who
are neglecting one of the two houses at Valley
Forge that are historically noteworthy, and for a
puerile reason unworthy of a great commonwealth.
This little farmer's house was the headquarters
of Major Qeneral Lord Stirling, one of the most
gallant and loyal American soldiers. Born and
brod In New York, he had Inherited a title from
his Scotch ancestors. Just at the breaking out of
p
the Revolution. He had served as major and
to Oeneral Shirley at the time of General Braddock's defeat. He had been In every
battle fought against the British In New York
and New Jersey, and was Oeneral Washington's
most trusted general, as Is proved by the numerous letters still preserved in the New York Historical society The headquarters of this gentleman was shared byhls brave wife and daughter,
who abandonad their beautirul home at Basklng-ridg- e
on the hills of New Jersey, and with the
men contended with the discomforts and trials
of the celebrated winter spent In the
t
valley on the outskirts of civilization as bravely
'
as any soldlir. officer or general.
To these' heroínas of Valley Forge no history
points, no cenotaphs are raised, even tbetr deeds
are only traditional and crystallised in the memories of a few lovers of bravery,
and
feminine devotion.
It was early in the season when It was decided
to camp near Philadelphia, and the army under
Oeneral Washington was collected at Valley
Forge, when
Stirling wrote to his wife entreating her to Join him there, as his duties detain ad htm with his men, but he had been promised comfortable quarters, and he had no Idea of
the smallness of the house and Its numerous discomforts. For It was a great demand to maku
of the delicately nurtured women, who had been
reared at the luxurious Livingston manor house,
on the Hudson river, or In Mr. Livingston's comfortable house In New York. But Lady Stirling
wisely determined that bar place was by her
husband's side, so with a full staff of servants
(for she foresaw the demanda that would be
made on her hospitality) she and her daughter,
Catharine, started In the great family coach,
drawn by four gray horses, for the long drive
over the Jersey hills to Pennsylvania.
When they reached their destination they foand
a small fanner's cottage had been assigned to
Lord Stirling for his quarters.. It was the
farthest house from Oeneral Washington's
under a hillside snd near a creek. It
was a damp and lonely spot, and quite inadequate
for the accommodation of family and servants.
Rut with unfailing good humor and the capability
of splendid housewives, the ladles coped with
the situation and made the house ready for winter. Tbey filled long flannel bags with earth and
placed them against the door sills aud the loosely fitting sashes to keep out the wind, so the
house could be more readily kept warm. They
pasted muslin on the walls and hung curtains
before the windows for the same purpose. Then
they sent to Basklngridge for many loads of
hickory wood before the roads became choked
with snow, for fuel was scarce, and the soldiers
requisitioned all that there was to be found In
the neighborhood.
Oeneral Washington welcomed them gladly and
at once requested that they would assist htm to
entertain the various people who dally visited
the camp, either for political purposes, business
or curiosity.
Lady Stirling's household was composed of her
husband and his aide, Dr. Enoch Edwards, whose
name will be recognised by many of his descendants In Philadelphia today.
Then there waa
Lady Kitty and her friend. Miss Nanny Browne,
the orphaned granddaughter of Governor Brock-hoisand these dames may well be called the
heroines of Valley Forge, although thetr ministering and Bufferings found no recognition In the
man writ tan chronicles of that fearsome winter.
Christmas passed sadly with little merrymaking
or good cheer, and dally the Buffering of the
soldiers were forced on the
attention of the women, for the reports of the
mad toa I men became more and mora distressing.
There were no comfortable hospitals, trained
nurses or even necessary clothing, bandages and
Hat for the poor fallows. Lady Stirling and bar
daughter ware no strangers to the sick room;
both ware capable nurse and had learned from
ma old Indian woman many salve and remedie
asad from herb or simple, not the leant of
which waa the celebrated Seneca oil. Bt. John's
wort lotion and rattlesnake graaae, all of which
they had provided themselves with before leaving
brave woman
Without hesitation the
a dlviaton of work among them, for It
Ml entirely on their Individual effort, since the
whole country was overburdened and there was
mo relief to be obtained from an organised sanitary commission or red oros association. Quietly and uaostantatioualy the three ladle divided
the work amone than to do what waa poaatbl
to alleviate the Increasing horrors about thm
To Lady Kitty waa assigned a daily visit to the
while the aaWaat Mis Nanny sawed or

BODIES

OF FRANCI8 AND MATE
TAKEN TO VIENNA, WHERE
EMPEROR PLANS FUNERAL.

mOLUMBg

wind-swep-

'

bead-quarter-

t,

badly-house-

d

iVeatrn N (.rosnar Union Newa Service.
Iiondon, June 30. The tragedy that
baa befallen the 111 rated house of
Hapburg, according to news reaching
London, was thu regalt oí a carefully
prepared Servian nationalist plot in re
venge for the annexation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, which defeated the
dreams 'and aspirations of creating a

scraped lint at the fireside, and the head of
the house superintended the food department
and the rations to be
doled out every morning. The labor of Malvina, the old turban ed
black cook, were doubled. She was not only
called upon to provide
delicate repasts for La
Marquis de Lafayette
and Major James Monroe, Generals Knox and

WsaUfa

RfeBawawSBaHawawiwawawawawawaV

Austro-Hungarla-

Washington. President Wilson sent
message of condolence to
the follov-in:
the emoeror of
"Deeply shocked at the atrocious
murder of his imperial ami royal highness Archduke Francis Ferdinand, and
consort, at an assassin's hands, I extend to your majesty, to the royal family, and to the government of Austria-Hungarthe sincere condolences of
the governmcu. and people of the
United Stutes, and an expression of
my own profound sympathy."
Austria-Hungary-

er distinguished visitors, who
crowded
around Lady Stirling's
hospitable table, but a
huge soup kettle was
hung over the logs In
an improvised kitchen,
and from the day It was
started until the camp
was broken, great palls
of nourishing soup
were freely given n
the famishing soldiers who called at the house
for food.
Every week vegetables, poultry, mutton, etc..
were brought to Valley Forge by the general's
own people, either from his farm eight mile
from Morrtstown, N. J., or from the Livingston
manor houe, for our heroes of the Revolution
had to supply their own rations, and this one In
particular, who raised a regiment and equipped
it at his own expense, was never repaid for food,
or services, by an ungrateful country.
Daily Lady Kitty would sally to the camp with
a basket filled with goodies on her arm, followed
by a servant laden with clothing for the soldiers
It was a long, cold walk from her home to the
camp, but the young? girl braved it in spite of
snow and storm. The doors of hut after hut
would be gently knocked at and the inmates questioned as to their most pressing needs. No' one
can imagine what a blessing these vIbIU were to
the Buffering men. There was hardly one who
was not afflicted with frostbites, and for theBe
Lady Kitty had a sovereign cure learned from the
o!d squaw.
This, with other remedies drawn
from the handy reticule, were lavishly given with
many a cheery word or laugh at the traveling
drug shop. The baskets containing delicacies for
the very sick were soon emptied and besides
many a man s heart was made glad by the gift
of a warm worsted comforter for his neck or a
pair of knitted stockings or mittens Thenthero
were underclothes made from the fleece of the
aheep raised on the Jersey hills, the wool having
been spun In tenants' houses and woven on the
looms that groaned and creaked unceasingly.
This was the work of the women who stayed at
home, while the men folk struggled with the
horrors of army life.
The fingers of the women of the day were
never Idle. We are told on page 417 of Mr
Irving' "Life of Oeneral Washington," that his
wife, "set an example to lady visitors by diligently plying her needles knitting stocking for poor,
destitute soldiers." And. indeed, women's busy
needles clicked far into the night, even when
frugal housewives only permitted the blase of
the fire to light the rooms, for candles were luxuries In those day, although they were homemade, and these
women denied
themaelves every comfort they could, in hopea of
being ble to relieve the needs of tbe soldiers,
and many a candle that had been made In the
family kitchen, and perhaps from bayberrieH
picked by delicate fingers, found Its way to the
huta of the men. Most of these were illiterate
fellows who had obeyed the call to arms, leaving
their famille In distant parts of the country.
"Lady Comforter," as she was called by the men,
would ask each one about hi life, and suggest
that she would write latter to hi home-bounfamily or friends Pen, ink and papar would be
whipped from the great reticule hanging by her
aide, and a dictation taken down, wbleh must
bar given pleasure and hop at many a desolate
fireside. The ladle were cheered In their benevolent work In the camp by the commendation of
the commander-in-chiewho could not be
grateful for these ministrations
The young aldwda-oamJames Monroe (who
was recruiting his strength after a severa wound
received during a late battle) was detailed to
accompany the young lady on bar daily rounds,
to report officially on the condition of the men
This duty waa not tnooasaanal to Uta young VI r
ginlan and tbe an bright spot in the dark day
of suffering for the man In camp was watching
tha courtship of thetr fatore presrident. and hi
ungBgameut to Miss Nanny Brown
waa soon
duly announced and hurried arrangements made
for a wedding In the spring at the bom of bar
aaat, Mr. Van Horn. Bh could not hav aaked
suffl-cientl- y

p,

Oeneral Washington ad
vice on the subject of
her marriage, or she would have been saved
much misery and mortification. It Is said that
when Nelly Custls announced her engagement the
general said: "Question yourself. Is he a man
of sense? For be assured a sensible woman can
never be happy with a fool " James Monroe was
no fool, but the end of this romantic courtship
is another story.
It Is more than probable that a steady supply
of food and clothing reached the camp from many
of the nearby place, for It 1 certain that Carlisle
had a number of women, headed by Mrs. John
Armstrong, who employed every leisure moment
knitting stockings or scraping lint for the soldiers.
This lady was born In Ireland and had
married an Irishman, but was devoted to her
adopted country and countrymen. There were
other Pennsylvania women who sacrificed time
and comfort for tbe brave defenders. Mrs John
Hull was approached by Lord Howe, who tried to
bribe her to induce her husband to Join the English army and desert his command as colonel of
tbe First Pennsylvania, but she proudly refused.
Her descendants doubtless would be proud to
read the unpublished history preserved by the
writer.
Mrs. Mifflin (Sarah Morris) sent stockings of
her own making to be distributed among the soldiers, writing: "In this way do I throw In my
mite to the public good. I know this that as
free I can die but once, but as a slave I shall
not be worthy of life, and I have the pleasure to
assure you that these are tbe sentiments of
ray sister Americans."
Those women who could
do so visited tbe camp, and Mrs. Andrew Porter
(Elisabeth Parker) rode there on horseback, to
see her husband, who had boasted proudly that
he never wore a garment not made by his wife
A story is told of him, that at a dinner at Valley
Forge Oeneral Knox said to him: "Porter, how
does it happen that you look so genteel while
Lite rest of us are in rags, although you receive
no bettor pay than we?" To this Captain Porter
replied: "My wife took this coat apart and
turned it inside out, so you see it now a good
a new," and then went on to relate how aha
had visited him but had lost her way, when she
met a gentleman out of uniform, of whom ah
aaked directions. The officer tightened the girths
of her saddle and admired her horse, which, Mrs.
Porter proudly declared, was home brad. Than
walking beside the rider, the parson conducted
the lady to her husband's quarters, raised hta hat
and strolled away.
After a warm welcome, Captain Porter said:
"Well, my lady, you came Into camp highly escorted by tbe commander-in-chief.- "
Lady Kitty had a love affair of her own on
hand during the 'dark days at Valley Forge, which
culminated in 17M by her marriage to Col. William Duer, when Oeneral Washington gave tha
bride away, for he felt that no honor was toe
great to be lavished on the heroine of Valley

Price Advance In
lated Drilling.

1912

Stimu-

WashingtonProduction of petroleum in the Appalachian oil field declined 1.72 per cent or 452,878 barrels
In 1913, compared with 1912! Figures
by the Geological 8urvey show that
the total output In 1913 was 25,885,640

barrels, agalnat 26.838.51G bárrela in
the preceding year. The value of the
product, however, was $43, 19,617, an
increase of 48.68 per cent over 1912.
The average price per barrel Increased
from $1.63 In 1912 to $2.46 In 1913.
The increase In the price of petroleum, which began at the end of 1912,

reaultod

In

stimulating drilling

activ-

ity In all Appalachian states, which
embrace New York, Pennsylvania.
West Virginia, Ohio and Keutucky.
Fall Kill Woman Aged 102.
Rapids, Kan. -- Mrs. ReSolomon
becca Holcomb, 102 years of age, died
at tbe home of her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Thlerolf, as tfcfl result of a fall.
The body was taken to Grldley, 111., for

interment.
ARIZONA

RAISING COTTON.

n

Antl-Servla-

Greene, With many oth-

f,

greater Servia.
The assassins of the Archduke Fran-cj- s
Ferdinand and his wife have confessed that the plot was matured at
Belgrade The terrible event is only
another illustration of how well justified la the anxiety always present in
the minds of European politicians and
diplomats about tbe unstable conditions prevailing in the Balkans and
even in the dual monarchy itself.
Tho anxiety is considered likely to
increase during the short period before the aged emperor who ".lone is
believed able to hold together tbe heterogeneous components of the
empire, finally disappears
from the scene. He has been displaying his customary strong character in
the face of his latest bereavement aud
seems In excellent health.
rlota are already occurring in various parts of Austria-Hungaras well as at Sarajevo.

18 8MALLER.

.linios:. The duke of Teck, accompanied by a small military mission, including a field marshal of the British
army, will represent King George at
the funeral of Archduke Francis Fer-

dinand.

The 1913 Cotton Crop Was Most Valuable Ever Produced.
Washington. Final figures on the
1913 cotton crop, announced by the
census bureau, place It as the largest
the United States has ever grown,
with the exception of that of 1911. At
the same time the estimate of the total value of the crop ahows It was the

most valuable ever produced, it being
worth $1,043,700,000,
The quantity of cotton ginned from
the 1913 crop, counting round us half
bales and excluding intern, was
running bales, or 14,156,486
hales of 600 lbs. gross weight. Cotton
seed produced was 6,305,000 tons, of
which 4,576,508
toils were crushed.
The value of the cotton Is estimated
at $887.160.000 and of tbe seed
$150,-600,00-

An Interesting feature of tbe 1913
production was the crop of the Imperial valley, in southern California,
where 22,838 'bales were grown,
it
has been reported tbe acreage planted,
this jear In the Imperial valley will
show a large increase, while the production Is estimated at from 50,000 to
100,000 bales.
Laat year'a production
was more than double that of any previous year there, where commercial
growing of cotton has been In progresa
only a few years.
Another feature was the production
in Arizona, where 2,299 bales were
ginned, the largest part of which
'losses: ii the same characteristics as
that grown in Egypt. The 1914 area
shows a large Increase, variously estimated at from 12,000 to 15,000 acres.

Vienna. The bodies of Archduke
Francis Ferdinand and bis wife, the
duchess of Hohenberg. were conveyed
from Sarajevo by special train to
Dalmatla. From there they
will be transferred to a warship, which
will proceed to Trieste under the escort of a squadron. A special train
will carry the bodies to Vienna, where
they will lie In state in the chape) of
the Hofburg and the public will have
an opportunity to pas through the
PomponB made of
fronds
chapel. The interment will be made
or ostrich feathers are enjoying a popat Artstetten.
ularity that will be soon worn out.'
Extra Troop for Walsenburg.
Walseuhurg, Colo., June 30. Persistent rumors have ieen widely circulated throughout tbe coal strike zone
intimating that hostilities will be renewed between mine guards and strikers under cover of a general celebration of the Fourth of July. Military
officials deny that the rumors have
READY ROOFING
had anything to do with the importaMade of Trinidad Lake asphalt
tion of additional men and norata from
tne greatest weather - register
known. Kant-lea- k
used
Kleet
Fort Leavenworth, which, thoy declare,
only with Genaaco obviate th
were ordered as necessary equipment.
use of unsightly cement. Write
for circulars and price.
,

Genasco

VILLA TO ATTACK CARRANZA.
Rebel Chief Reported Ready to Strike
If not Put In Supreme Control.
Torreón, Méx. Oeneral Villa, following his latest clash with Gen, Carranza, arrived in Torreón and Is witharmy buck from Zadrawing his in
i

catecas.

M

'

His friends predict that Villa
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will open war on the Carranza forces
and grab control of the Constitutionalist movement. He said the campaign
to the south had been abandoned temporarily, and that before he took the
field aayin he would have a conference
with the agents of General Carranza.
He was.
but his atti- mmmm
geauuscak
mmmuB
tude was on,e of open defiance, aud it
lour Wiuo.r
Is regarded as certain that Villa will OnuU-n- t hill i Slmbir;
inllM on uno
mux nil one Kit of tm
Mrtt and rrUivar
demand that be be placed In supreme lilDltii!lhiitira
for Colorado. New
Wyoming-TIIICOLORADO ( AHTKRI AH ;o.
command of the rebel army.
Uve
Wanted.
Annua
Bdwr.
Dearer
Villa haH control of about 8,500 men
within a radius of fifty miles of Torrean, and that outnumbers by 3,000
the remainder of the rebel fighting
force, including the garrison at Juarex
HO

Mnilc-oan-

la

KEELEY
INSTITUTE

and the guard scattered along the bor- Cor. Eighteenth
and Curtis
der. He also has control of all the
DENVER. COLO
arms and ammunition of the rebela
KVrgo.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
that in really worth while.
cured
by a tctcnuhc coorie of medtcaoon.
WHY NOT?
The only place in Colorado where tac
Wife of Minister Declarad Ir.ean.
Fort Collin, Colo. On testimony Oenuine Keelcy Remedia arc Administers
Mrs. Flatte I see that 21 women are employed
aa railway brakeman and 10 a baggagemen in that aha threatened to bnrn up her six",'TT'K1 show,
and Lectnrenv
Í
teen year old daughter Marguerite, SUDES II.íblJ50Tí".0
the United States.
D SMITH,
to lia St., Honre.
Mr. Flatte Well, I see no reason why woman Mr. John Hoelxer, wife of the Ger-mapastor at Lav eland, was brought Would yaa give $ 1
shouldn't brake and smash things as wall as in wet.
.25 to be free tram
here and adjudged Insane In the
County
was
Court.
She
committed to
THE CAUSE.
tbe atate aaylum at Pueblo.
tba coming aeaennt It ao wrlta tie tor our piaa ef
"I looked at the man and saw hi face grow
par i in after trie ha lever eeaaoa he cloeed U tne
Three Dl In Kansas City Fir.
darker and darker."
enlnlent nee been worth tne inoner to roa
Kansas City. Edward Monauan,
"What was the matter with him?"
red 29: Leo Lessen, 34. and Nicholas THE OLEUM V1R1DI CO.
"He was blacking ap for a minstrel show."
umwalt, 09, were burned to death
a fire that destroyed a livery stable.
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DICTATOR'S FATE IS SEALED
United States Signs Peace Proctocol With Mexico, as
Villa Captures Zacatecas

ADOPT PEACEPLAN
MKOIATOR8 PREPARE PROTOCOL
AND WILSON ORDERS TERMS
BE ACCEPTED.

NO

INDEMNITY

ASKED

HUERTA AND CARRANZA DELEGATES MUST DECIDE UPON
NEW GOVERNMENT.
Western

KniMttr

Union News Ser vie.

Niagara Falls, OnL, June 25. Terms
for composing all International difference between the United Statu and
Mexico have been concluded. The condition under which diplomatic relations will be resumed were embodied
In a protocol which waa signed by the
ambassador from Brasil, the ministers
f Chile and Argentina and the American and Huerta delegates.
The character of the settlement Is
not expected to arouse opposition from
the constitutionalists, who will participate in and to a large degree would
mould the adjustment of all International disputes.
When a new provisional government
Is established to succeed that headed
r General Huerta the result of mediation recognized as a triumph for
diplomacy

will become

dent Wilson and Secretary Bryan authorising the American delegates to
sign It.
Must Settle Differences.
The results of the mediators' work
places the Issue now squarely before
the representatives of the warring
factions. On them will rest the responsibility for failure or success of
the peace plans as a whole.
The mediators and American delegates will stand by to lend a helping
band and give their counsel when
sought.
I Alls Cabrera, Rafael Zubaran and
Jose Vasconcelos, the constitutionalist
delegates, are In Washington and
should arrive here In another day or
two, though final arrangements for
their coming has not been made.
At the close of the diy's conference,
Ambassador DaOama gave out a statement embracing the protocols which
were signed. He announced that three
articles of the peace plan had bees
protoooltsed, and that these related
only to the International side of the

ef-

fective.
Incidentally with the action taken
It was announced that the actual selection of a provisional President and
the organization of the new government, 'which Is considered a purely internal problem, will be left to an Informal conference of representatives
of the constitutionalists Luis Cabrera,
Rafael Zubaran and Jose Vasconcelos
and the delegates sent by General
Huerta to the mediation conference.
No formal adjournment of the mediators will be taken, but there will be
no sessions while the representatives
of the two warring factions in Mexico
endeavor to arrive at an agreement on
the personnel of the new government,
the agrarian and other questions.
Wednesday night's formal session of
mediators and delegates prepared the
way for the complete settlement of the
difficulties between the United States
and Mexico growing out of the falluie
of a Huerta officer at Tampico to
lute tbe stare and stripes, wmcn was
demanded as reparation for the arrest
of American bluejackets.
Terms of Protocol.
The single outstanding proviso In the
protocol is that the International prob
lem shall be declared adjusted on the
establishment of the new provisional
government. The protocol sets forth:
"That the United States, and Argentina, Brazil and Chile the mediation
countries shall recognize the new provisional government and that thenceforth diplomatic relations between the
United States and Mexico shall be resumed.

"That the United States demands no
indemnity and does not further exact
satisfaction for any of the Incidents
connected with the patrol of Mexican
waters ami invasion of the country.
Adjust Private Claims.
"That a commission shall be appointed to adjust private claims growing out of the revolution and International incidents."
The protocol was drafted and Its
phraseology telegraphed to Washington for approval.
At 9 o'clock word came from Presi
FOUR

DYNAMITER8

FREED

Hannon, Mooney, Painter and Shupe
Have Sentences Commuted.
Washington. President Wilson commuted to expire at once the sentences
imposed on Michael J. Hannon of
Bcranton. Pa.. Frank H. Painter of
Omaha. Neb., Fred J. Mooney of
Minn., and WllllsSn Shupe of Chill cago, all convicted in the "dynamite
' conspiracy" cases.
The other twenty defendants, Including President Frank Ryan and other
leaders, must begin serving their sentences in Leavenworth penitentiary.
Clemency for John H. Berry and Paul
J. Morrtn, both of St Louis, was withheld while they have opportunity to
submit separate petitions.
Hannon had been sontenced to three
years, Palater to two, Mooney and
Shupe each got a year and s Bar
Barry got four yéars ami Morrin three.
Du-,lut-

Mexican problem.
"We deemed it advisable," he said,

to Invite the constitutionalist party to
send delegates to discuss with the
Mexican delegates the Internal aspect
of the problems."
The protocols signed are as fol
lows:

Article L The provisional govern
ment referred to In the protocol No. I
shall be constituted by agreement of
the delegates representing the parties
between which the Internal struggle In
Mexico is taking place.
Article II (A) Upon the constitu
tion of the provisional government in
the City of Mexico the government of
the United States of America will recognize Immediately and thereupon dip
lomatic relations between the two
countries will be restored.
(B) The government of the United
States of America will not In any form
whatsoever claim a war Indemnity or
other International satisfaction.
(C) The provisional government will
proclaim absolute amnesty to all for
eigners for any and all political of
fenses committed during the period of
civil war in Mexico.
(D) The provisional government will
negotiate for the constitution of international commissions for the settlement of the claims of foreigner on account of damages sustained during the
period of civil war as a consequence of
military acts or the acts of national
authorities.
Article III. The three mediating
governments agree on their part to rec
ognize the provisional government organized as provided by section 1 of the
protocol.

"Protocol No. S" referred to in the
above was signed two weeks ago and
set forth merely that a provisional government to be constituted as later provided shall be recognized on a certain
date, to be agreed upon subseqquently
and from that time forward shall exercise governmental powers until the Inauguration of a constitutional president.
Gen. Villa Takes Zacatecas.
El Paso, Tex., June 2B. Zacatecas,
an important city of central Mexico,
fell into the hands of the Constitutionalists. This was announced by General Villa's officials here. Two of Villa's
generals were wounded. As the attack
could not have been made before Tuesday morning, according to local reports. It was evident that General Villa
had completed another triumph by taking the federal stronghold by assault.
His previous victories In the north
had been accomplished in general only
after days of fighting.
Lady Panchlta Length Behind Celesta.
Celesta, the
Denver.
daughter of Sempronlus and Resta, re-

peated her victory In the opening
handicap by capturing the Denver City
handicap at Overland Park Wednesday The trip of a mile and m eighth,
with the top weight of 116, waa nothing
more than a romp for her. She Justified the confidence placed in her by
the public, who sent her to the post
a 4 to 5 favorite, by coming down ta
wire six lengths to the good. Behind
her was Lady Panchlta, who ran a
splendid race, and Orlln Krlpp, second
Roosevelt Defends Perkins.
New York.
Theodore Roosevelt
who returned to America upon the Impera tor Wednesday, vigorously defended George W. Perkins, chairman of

the Progressive national executive
committee, whose resignation as chairman was demanded recently by Amo
Plnchot who declared that Perkins'
affiliation with certain big business
Russian Ambassador Chosen.
Washington. Oeortc.' T. Mayre of Interests made him unfit to hold his
San Francisco, baa been selected by position. "When they read Perkins
the President to be ambassador to out" said Colonel Rooeevelt, "they
will have to read me out. too."
,
Russia.

George Slmonton Found Dead.
Denver. George E. Slmonton, 51,
manager of the Rocky Mountain Fire
Underwriters' Association, who lived at
(960 Clermont street Denver, commit
ted suicide by drinking poison In City
park. He waa past grand master of the
Masons of Colorado and high in Knight

Confesses Beating Barn Boss.
Denver. John Frazler, recently employed by W. W. Axton, a grading contractor, confessed to George Saunders,
acting chief of detectives, that he beat
and fatally wounded Christopher O.
Page, 46, barn boss for Axton. is an
attempt to murder Page.
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Providence Seems to Have Provided
Temperate Zone for the Feathered
Friends of Man.

The American Farmer.
All things recalled, wouldn't It fee
the part of statesmanship to do con
gresstonally for the American farmer?
Ho'
of your population,
and the nation's best hope. The
American merchant borrows at five
per cent The American stock gambler, producing nothing, accomplishing nothing, a merest leech living by
toll of others, borrows for even
less.
The American farmer, with all
that csn be said to his good and solvent advantage, must and does pay 8H
per cent.
t
And all the time the savings and
postal banks are bulging with billion.
It the government would make two
blades of grass grow where but one
ha grown before and publicly It
would pay the wide-flunchance lies
open. Let It model action on French
or German lines, and place the farmer
on a borrowing par with the merchant
tbe manufacturer and the stock jobber. Let It evolve a system of farm
loans which shall put those savings
and postal bank billions at a per cent

WOMEN CAN
HARDLY BELIEVE

one-fourt-

try where the
dar Is respect-ne- r
before the
official day set for it The ground Is
held fast by frost until June Is
MORGANATIC MATE FALLS DEAD
There are flurries of snow,
wild, bitter winds, a sky that han no
IN HER HUSBAND'S ARM8
mercy. And then, suddenly, the wind
AND SAVES MAYOR'S
shifts and comes out of the south. It
LIFE.
Is summer then with a leap.
The Interest of the temperate zone
in the northland Is that It Is there
that have gone a great many of tbe
SECOND PLOT IS FATAL migrating birds which paid us a few
days' visit and passed on. For all its
lnhospltallty to man, this country in
summer is a paradise for birds. Its
ROYAL COUPLE MEET END AS mcrahe are safe refuges from two
THEY HURRV TO CONSOLE
enemies. There Is
and
material for nests. And out
AIDE8 WOUNDED BY
of the pools come myriads of Insects,
BOMB.
food that does not fail until the time
for the southward bird movement ar- within the farmer's borrowing reach.
Hearst's Magazine.
rives.
-,
-.
WHIn N.w.Dlu.r Union v.w.
Some man has said that there Is
Serajeveo, June 29. Archduke Fran- no God north or latitude 69. He did
Searching Criticism.
Herbert, scion of a
not Inquire as to wbat the birds
cis Ferdinand, heir to the
throne, and his morganatic wife might have thought of that. Toledo bookish family, had learned to read
so early and so readily that his first
tho Duchess of Hobenberg, were a; Blade.
glimpses of storyland were growing
driving
Sunday while
sasslnated
hasy in his memory. One day he conECZEMA
AND
ITCHED
BURNED
through the streets of Serajeveo, the
fided to his mother. "Rutbie showed
Bosnian capital. A youthful Servian
me her new book today, and It's the
R. F. D. No. 2, Seymour, Mo. "My queerest
student fired the shot which added
thing you ever saw! Why,
another to the list of tragedle that scalp broke out with fine pimple at It just says. Is it a dog? It Is a dog.
Tbey
the
so
start
Itched
and
burned
Can the dog run?' and a lot of things
r
have darkened the long reign of
much that I was compelled to scratch like that)
'Course I was too polite
Francis Joseph.
them and tlmy would fester and come say so, but It didn't seem to me to
the
The Archduke and hi wife were vic- to a head and break out again. The style was a
bit Juicy!" Llpptncott's.
tims of a second attempt in the same trouble was attended by such burning
day against their Uvea. First a bomb and itching I could not sleep, also
Gladstone's Domestic Rule.
was thrown at the automobile In which when I sweat It burned the same.
Mr. Gladstone once
that he
they were driving to the town hall. My hair fell out gradually and the had solved the domesticsaid
problem In
Forewarned, however, of a possible at- scalp kept rough and dry with itching this way: "Whenever Mrs. Gladstone
tempt against his life, the Archduke and burning. After about two year insists I submit; and whenever I Insist
was watchful, and struck the missus' the pimples broke out between my she submits." He didn't say, howaside with his arm It fell under an shoulder. My clothing Irritated them. ever, whether they took turns ..oout
automobile which carried members of I was troubled with that eczema five Insisting and submitting. Marriage
his suite, wounding Count von Boos or six years.
Is a failure when one of the parties
"I tried everything that was recomWaldeck and Colonel Merisso.
insists on being the lnslster and
any
mended
without
I
benefit
until
On their return from the town hall
the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment doesn't take turns in submitting to
the Archduke and Duchess were driv used
according
to directions, and Cutlcura the submitter.
ing to the hospital when the Servian,
Soap and Ointment cured me sound
Gavrlo Prlnzip, darted at the car and
New Modern Dancing
and well In two
(Signed) 8. The leadlas
IS New fork
fired a volley at the occupants. His It. Kllllan, Nov. weeks."
iprt and Instructor
22, 1912.
Cltr, writes: "Dear Sir:
I have and Allsm's
aim was true, for the Archduke and his
antiseptic powder to be shaken loto
Soap and Ointment sold the boom, forthe
Cutlcura
the past ten rears. It Is a blessing to
wife were mortally wounded. With throughout
the world. Sample of each all who are compelled to be on their feet. 1 danee
them at the time waa the governor of free, with 82-- Skin Book.
eight or ten hoars dally, ana Snd that Alum's
postAddress
keeps my feet cool, takes the friction
the city, who escaped Injury. The bod- card "Cutlcura. Dept. L, Boston."
the shoe, prevents eorns and Sore, Aohlng feet.
Adv. from
recommend It to all my pupils "
ies of his murdered companions col(Signed
a HBT'IIKK II A I.I M ill V.
lapsed across him and protected him
Sample Full. Address AllenS.OImsted.LeBoy.N
Makes Jobs for Detectives.
from stray bullets.
Probably the only people to benefit
Unusual Modesty.
The Archduke was struck full In the by recent suffragette outrages are
"Dobbs Is an extraordinary man."
was shot private detectives, many of whom
face and the Duchess
"In what respect
through the abdomen and throat. They are doing little else Just now but
"Some years ago he spent two weeks
died a few minutes after reaching the guarding pictures and other treasures
palace, to which they were hurried of
hosts and hostesses' in Mexico, yet he doesn't pretend to
with all possible speed.
from attacks at social functions, the know all about the present situation
down there."
Prlnzip and a fellow conspirator, a London Globe states.
The head of one private detective
compositor from Treblnje, named
Many a men makes a strenuous efbarely escaped lynching by the agency told me tbe other day. says fort to recognize his duty so that he
In
Express,
finally
Carpenter"
They
that
"The
tbe
Infuriated spectators.
will be In a position to dodge It
were seized by the police, who afforded he had been obliged to engage a spethem protection. Both are natives of cial staff for this work, and that to Try
ownKycnnn.).i,-rou
win,
Remedy fur Bed. Weak. Watrrr
the annexed province of Herzegovina. some receptions he has sent as many Kyee Murine
and (Jrsnulated Kyelldi:
No Smarting
Bye Comfort.
Write
lost
for
faultlessly
"guests"
Book
a
dozen
of
as
attired
the
Ke
by mall rree. Murine Kye Remedy Co.. Chicago.
The first attempt against the archduke occurred just outside the girls' to look after the pictures and china
of the host
Might doesn't make right, but very
high school. His car had just restartoften it "makes good." Deseret News,
ed after a brief pause for an Inspection
Idle Thoughts.
when Gabrinovlc
of the building,
"Why are you watching that fly so
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
hurled the bomb. This was so suc- intently?"
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
cessfully wsrded off by the archduke
was
just wondering if men will AH good
"I
Adv.
that It fell directly beneath the follow- ever be able to tango up and down
ing car, the occupants of which, the walls like that. Wouldn't It be
For every marriage In Kansas there
Count von Boos Waldeck and Colonel finer Pittsburgh Post.
are five divorces.
Iron.
of
by
slivers
Merizzo, were struck
Archduke Francis Ferdinand stopped
his car and, after making inquiries ss
to their injuries and lending what aid
he could, continued his Journey to the

THRONE AND WIFE

well-starte-

How Mrs. Hurley Was R
stored to Health by Lyrlia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound.
radon,

g

four-foote- d

.

Five-year-ol- d

Austria-Hungaria-

Eta-pero-

Foot-Bas- e

1

i

A

K

well-know- n

" I was troubled with
nt. inflammation and female
i weak nee.
For two
years I could not
j stand on my
feet
long at a time and I
codW not walk two
blocks without en-

Mo.

during cutting and
drawing pains down
my right side which
increased every
month, I have been
at that time purple
in the face and would
walk the floor. I could not He down or
alt still sometime for a day and a night
st a time. I waa rfervou, and had very
little appetite, no ambition, melancholy,
and often felt a though I had not s
friend in the world. After I had tried
most every female remedy without suc-

cess, my mother-in-laadvised me to
take Lydia E. Pinkham' Vegetable
Compound.
I did so and gained In
strength every day. I have now no trouble in any way and highly praise your
medicine. It advertises itself. '
& T. Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
Remember, the remedy which did
this was Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound. For sale everywhere.
It ha helped thousand of women
who have been troubled with displacements, inflammation, ulceration, tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
that bearing down feeling, indigestion,
and nervous prostration, after all other
means have failed. Why don't you try
it? Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co,
Lynn, Man.
w

'Sir.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine time in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but tirmly com'
pel a lazy liver to BBBBBBBBBB 1f na rtTml
S W X
do its duty.
PWT.TL?
Cures Con
stipation, In aSBBSSSF
l'Y"rS
digestion.
Sick
I
sjr
Headache.
and Distress After Eating.
aBBBBBBBBBBBBBl

Laf

I

M.

W

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

Gab-rlnovl-

ran

town hnll.

There the burgomaster began the
customary address, but the archduke
sharply interrupted and snapped out:
"Herr Burgomaster, we have come
here to pay you a visit and bombs
have been thrown at us. This 1 altogether an amazing indignity."
After a pause, the archduke said:
"Now you may speak."
On leaving the hall, the archduke
and his wife announoed their Intention
of visiting the wounded members of
their suite at the hospital on their way
back to the palace. Theye were actually bound on their mission of mercy,
when at the corner of Rudolf stress
and Franz Josef atrasse, Prlnzip
opened fire.
A bullet struck the archduke In the
face. The duchess was wounded in
the abdomen and another struck her
In the throat severing an artery. She
fell unconscious across her husband's
knee. At the same moment the archduke sank to the floor of the car.
The assassins wore Interrogated by
the police and bot'i seemed to glory In
their exploit Prtnslp said he had
studied for a, time at Belgrade. He de
clared he had long Intended to kill
some eminent person from nationalist
motive. He was awaiting the arch
duke at a point where be knew the
automobile would slacken apeed, turn
lug into Franz Josef atrasa. The pre
ence of the duchess in the car caused
him to hesitate, but only for a mo
ment. Then hi nerve returned and
he emptied hi pistol at the imperial
pair. He denied that be had any ac
complices.

Prtnslp I 18 year old. Nedeljo Oab- rtnovlc la '1. He told the police he
had obtained the bomb from anar
chist at Belgrade, whose names he
did not know. He denied alao that
ba had accomplices and treated the
tragedy with cynical Indifference
Templary.
After hi unsuccessful attempt to
Premier Baron of Sootland a Suicide.
up the Imperial visitor, Gabrinoblow
barpremier
Forbes,
London.
Lord
Servian Kind Glvre Throne to Son
the rlrer Mlljachka,
Hlnrrle. 8er via. -- King Peter 1 of on of Scotland, was found dead In a vlc sprang Intoescape,
but wltne
Servís waa reported to have abdicated hotel at Dundee with his throat cut In an effort to
committed suicide. He was of his crime plunged after him
the throne In favor of bis second son, He had
eighty-fiv- e
year old.
seised him.
Prince Alexander.

DAISY FLY KILLER
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STUB

ffi

Has. Neat, clean, iv
I suleoL
nam o tal,
cheap.
Lasta all
Mad
of
metal, can't spill or tip
over; will not soil OsT

ato..

mi.

Injur anything.
Guaranteed

effect.

All dalrs, "'Seen

HAROLD

lOKIM. 10

etpreae paid for 11.0.
DeAelb Avs.. Broeslra, . T.

EArtKEb'8

HAIR

BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
Freer Raelnrin. CrAm aasajl
IBeau t y to Gray or Faded Hair,
too, and f lo at vrugfwm.
A

W. N. U.( DENVER, NO.

Years of Experience
Makes Perfect

CA5T0RIA

Mothers may try new remedies on themselves but Baby's life
is too delicate, too precious to try any experiments.

Genuine

Bears the Signature of

Always

BECAUSE it has been made under his personal supervision
for more than 30 years to the satisfaction of millions upon millions
of Mothers.
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk, or otherwise;

to protect the babies.

The Centaur Company,
Pres't,

LOCAL

AND PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS

LAIL
High grade dentistry is my pro- AH branches of the dental art
All work guaranteed. Dr.
feesion.
carefuliy practiced. Dr. Locke.
I
B. Cole was a businc
or at Koehler, Tuesday.

SUPPLY

working for you and

?ws is

d at
ing for it if

Weber's Bakery

COMPANY

Mr. and Mrs. Cole and Mr. and

Patronise home industry and
Mrs. Sprague motored to Dawson,
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Saturday evening to join the dancRestaurant and Bakery.
ing party.

Bakers' Goods and

H. S. Springer was a Koehler
business visitor on Wednesday.

Confectioners

.
Webster, Jr.,
business in Raton, Wednesday

Geo-H-

Evangelist Rtinyan departed on
Monday for his home in Baldwin,
Kansas, after a week's revivals in
Cimarron.

WE SELL.

Rev. Salazar conducted Spanish-MetbodiH. C. Ellis motored to Springer
services in this city on
the first of the week on business Sunday, returning to his home in
Springer the following day.
matters.

All Kindt of Farming Implement!

The Roberts and Bonito mills
roads will lead to Cimarron
will
close for the 4th and both
on the 4th of , July, to participate
camps
will be largely represented
in the grand celebration.
at the celebration in this city.

Harness and Saddles

st

Wagons
Buggies

All

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W.

E.

A.

Hardware
Frank Knotts and family departed Wednesday for their home near
Chico, after visiting with Mrs. H.
Stafford and family a few days.
The Lail Supply Company this
"25" car to the

week sold a Case
W. A. Merrill of Koehler was a Springer boys.
business visitor in Cimarron the
latter part of last week.

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and BesT Companies Represented.

Give us á chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Roscoe spent Sunday with

his family in Raton.

A.W. VASEY

Lumber and Other Building Material

The Odd Fellows picnic

suppos-

ed to be held at Wooten on July 4,
A. C. Cox returned last week has
been postponed until labor
from Crow creek where he has been dav.

supervising the construction of a
reen forced concrete bridge for the
Two autoes loaded withdance
county road board. This bridge
enthusiasts
motored to
on
and several others will becomplet-e- f
within a few days thereby mak- Saturday evening to dance the light
fantastic a few hours. They reing travel much safer. N
port a most enjoyable evening.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Da-vso-

Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

J. D. Hagadorn of the Royado
Ranch departed Monday for Denver to transact businessman connection with the ranch, fie will return within a few days.
Jim Lail returned Saturday from
a ten days' absence in Wyoming,
where he delivered a car of year
ling bulls to the Sboshoni Indian
tribe for the government.

Edward Bass and sister, Miss
Florence, arrived in this city Saturday lrom Campbellsville, Kentucky, to spend the summer with
the family of Dr. aud Mrs. C. R.
Bass.

60,000

Private Enterprise
in

There are 70,000 citiei and towns reached by telephone.

The biggest item in the mail service
of private enterprise.

-- the

transportation

owns the mail pouches,

of the mails--

is

The Government doesn't own a tingle postal car, an engine, or a mile
It depends entirely upon private enterprise
that makes its mail service possible.

the railroads

--

in

of

the hands
track.

Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News

Mr. and Mrs- C. G. Gilbert and
daughter, and Sammis Bedebenner
of Oregon, Illinois, are the guests
for a few weeks at the home ot
their aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mr.
O. F. Matkin. This is their fust
Visit to the mountains and they are
delighted with the scenic beauties
in this nection.
f

at the right prices

Delivered
In

Any

Quantity

EE

Delivered

At Any
Time

Springer Spasms

FULL WEIGHT

Thursday morning at
o'clock
the business section in the town of
Roy was practically wiped out by
fire the origin of which is net
known. The town has no water
system and was at the mercy of ti e
devastating flames. The loss is
estimated at about $50,000. The
buildings will be rebuilt-a- t once.
1

Every mile of wire, every pole, and every switchboard that helps to furnish he
Universal Service of the Bell System was paid for and is owned by private enter- Í
priae.
'

.

ne company,
ty.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Cor

Uses Less Oil

for the essential thing

The Bell System has 10,000 more offices than there are post offices.

In the mountain re
there are 3,151 tele

as Electric,

Good-a-Lig- ht

-

the United States operated by the Government.

The. Government rents or owns the poitoffice buildings,
and pays the wages of the postal clerks.

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,!
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as

The Clark and Son's circus is
showing in Cimarron today and the
usual expectations are not below
par. Red lemonade and the like
are in predominence. The show is
higb class and

70,000

There are 6otooo postoftices

SiandaAd afneandticeni Oil JLamp of iht Worid

J. R. Gillespie of Colmor recently purchased the Ortega ranch
near Wagon Mound, where he and
bis family will mal e their future
borne.

Get the kind that

is live, artificial ice,

that

is frozen natural and keeps longer and cooler, than any

other kind.

Give it a test

Watermelons On Ice
'

i
'

i

Cimarron Meat Market

